October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee, Personnel Committee, Finance Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Executive Summary, Revolving Loan Feasibility Study

Columbus Landmarks Foundation is at a transformative moment. We are recommending that the
Board of Trustees authorize the creation of two new programs to involve the organization in the local
real estate market on behalf of threatened historic buildings, or residences in need of repair by their
owners.
First, we recommend that the Board authorize use of the $200,000 bequest from the Van Fossen
family to establish the Endangered Properties Fund (EPF), an acquisition revolving fund to permit
Columbus Landmarks to identify preservation-minded buyers for vacant or underutilized historic
commercial properties in Columbus or Franklin County. The Board of Trustees authorized this action
at their August 13, 2020 meeting with the following motion: “to authorize Board to use $200,000
from the Albert W. and Bonnie R. Van Fossen Fund at the Columbus Foundation to establish the
Columbus Landmarks ‘Endangered Properties Fund.’”
Second, we recommend that the Board authorize the creation of the Home Preservation Loan Fund
(HPLF) to permit Columbus Landmarks to offer low-interest, short-term, fixed-rate home equity
loans for homeowners to carry out high-quality exterior repairs to their older homes in Columbus
and Franklin County. We believe that Columbus Landmarks has the funds in hand also to begin this
program, recommended as $100,000. To strengthen this fund, we also recommend applying for a
$100,000 grant from the 1772 Foundation and partnering with local banks and Community
Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs). The Board of Trustees authorized this action at their
August 13, 2020 meeting with the following motion: “to authorize Board to use $100,000 from the
Dixie Sayer Miller Fund at the Columbus Foundation and from the Columbus Landmarks’ savings
account at Huntington Bank to establish the Columbus Landmarks ‘Home Preservation Loan
Fund’ with the intent to grant loans to disadvantaged individuals with a focus on minorities.”
(emphasis in the original)
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The commencement of both programs over the next six months requires rethinking staffing and
various actions by the Board, the Executive Committee, and other committees of the organization to
initiate and support both funds. We have provided details in ten separate memos on the following
topics; and below that list, we suggest a timeline for the next six months.
Background and Feasibility Assessment
Memo 1: Scenarios and Tools
Memo 2a: Recommendations for Organizational Staffing in 2020 and 2022
Memo 2b: Job Descriptions for 2020 and 2022
Memo 3: Recommendation to Establish a Home Preservation Loan Fund
Memo 4: Budget and Fundraising for Revolving Fund Programs, 2021
Memo 5: Table of Contents, Landmarks Dropbox, Files Collected on Revolving Funds/Websites
Consulted
Memo 6a: Criteria for Action: Endangered Properties Fund
Memo 6b: Criteria and Terms for the Home Preservation Loan Fund (with Sample Documents)
Memo 7: Recommendations for the Endangered Properties Fund and a Decision-making Process
Timeline
Immediately
• Personnel Committee to open a search and hire an Associate Director (Memo 2b)
• Board to create an ad hoc committee to assess the future of the Tour Program (Memo 4)
• Personnel Committee to open a search and hire a part time Tour Coordinator (Memo 2b), to
manage the Tour Program for the rest of 2020 and implement Tour Program Committee
recommendations
By September 1, 2020
• Personnel Committee to approve and Board to permit Becky West to divide her time between
two positions: Executive Director and the Director of the Revolving Fund (Memo 2b) until mid
to late 2021
• Personnel Committee to revise Susan Keeny’s job description to expand her responsibilities to
include architectural assistance to the EPF and launching and running the Home Preservation
Loan Fund (Memo 2b)
• Board approval of the creation of the Endangered Properties Fund funded by the Van Fossen
family’s bequest of $200,000 (Memo 7)
By October 1, 2020
• Revolving Fund Committee to draft an Endangered Properties Fund Charter to clarify the role
of the Executive Committee and its decision-making authority for the EPF; Board to approve
(Memo 7)
• Board to announce the creation of the EPF and begin a broad fundraising campaign (Memo 4)
• Board approval of the creation of the Home Preservation Loan Fund and allocate $100,000
from organizational reserves (Memo 3)
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•
•

Executive Committee approval of application to the 1772 Foundation for $100,0000 for the
Home Preservation Loan Fund (due mid-October) (Memo 3)
Finance and Development Committees to create work plans; plan and launch an end-of-year
appeal for the EPF; and review major donors/foundations/corporation lists for 2021 for
support (Memo 4)

By the last quarter of 2020
• Revolving Fund Director to complete the EPF program description, documents, and criteria,
gain approval of Executive Committee (Memo 6a)
• Revolving Fund Director with Executive Committee to identify the top five properties on the
Endangered Properties and Watch Lists and approach their owners about working with the
EPF
• Board to review and revise if needed its Conflict of Interest statement (Memo 7)
• Development Committee to develop work plans for Sponsors/Supporters program, Young
Friends Committee, and 2021 Endangered Properties Fund fundraising events (Memo 4)
By end of first quarter 2021
• Preservation Services Director and Executive Director to seek banks/CDFIs to partner and
provide underwriting/loan servicing tasks for the HPLF (Memo 2b).
• Preservation Services Director to create HPLF program description, loan application, and
criteria
• Executive Committee or Board to determine if and when an easement is a requirement for
HPLF borrowers (Memo 6b)
• Board to announce the creation of the Home Preservation Loan Fund (Memo 6b)
• Development Committee to launch Sponsors/Supporters program, set dates for the first Young
Friends Committee event and Endangered Properties Fund event (Memo 4).
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Background and Feasibility Assessment

,

Background
Introducing Columbus Landmarks Foundation
Columbus Landmarks Foundation is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) local historic preservation organization
founded in 1977 in response to the surprise overnight demolition of a Central Ohio landmark, the
Daniel Burnham-designed Union Station (1897). As its mission, Columbus Landmarks “advocates
for, promotes and preserves Columbus landmarks and neighborhoods.” In the past 43 years, the
organization has become a leader and advocate for preservation and design excellence in Columbus
and Central Ohio. The organization’s activities include advocacy, tours, awards, hands-on
programming, and lectures that highlight historic preservation and design. Columbus Landmarks
has more than a thousand individual, corporate and foundation members and supporters.1
Columbus Landmarks is well known for its year-round programming, especially its walking tours
that reach into nearly every city neighborhood. The tour programming encompasses both stylespecific examples of architectural design and neighborhood tours. Events also showcase the city’s
varied architectural and industrial heritage. The yearly schedule of educational events conveys many
stories, from tales of the city’s origins and founders to those of migration, survival, and challenge;
from established, intact neighborhoods to struggling communities with portions of historic fabric
remaining. Hands-on workshops for homeowners explore the varied building arts, as well as do-ityourself historic window repair.2

https://www.columbuslandmarks.org/about-us/
This entire section is drawn from Columbus Landmarks materials, including its website,
https://www.columbuslandmarks.org/; because of the COVID-19 pandemic that began in early 2020, all educational
activities “are on hold until it is safe to be together again.” Columbus Landmarks is working to stay connected with its
supporters through email, social media and virtual experiences.
1

2
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Signature Programs
Columbus Landmarks Foundation has two signature programs: the Most Endangered Sites list, first
published in 2013, and the Home Preservation Program, begun in 2015. Both of these programs
provide leads and context for the launch of the two new revolving funds described briefly below and
in detail in the following memos: the Endangered Properties Fund and the Home Preservation Loan
Fund.
Most Endangered Sites
The annual Most Endangered Sites announcement identifies historic properties at risk and raises
awareness of their redevelopment potential. In the past seven years Columbus Landmarks has
featured 46 properties, 19 of which have been saved, six that have been demolished, and 21 that are
pending redevelopment. The annual release of the Most Endangered Sites list is highly anticipated by
local developers. In some cases, Columbus Landmarks staff have been able to help connect
developers with preservation resources or strategies for a successful outcome. To date, Columbus
Landmarks has provided expert advice on structural and design issues; access to such tools as
historic tax credits and preservation easements, to aid the bottom-line feasibility of redevelopment;
and guidance with real estate pro forma financial analysis. The organization’s Board of Trustees,
staff, and volunteers keep close track of all sites featured on the Most Endangered Sites list and
actively advocate for their preservation through public education, participation in community
meetings and hearings, and insightful engagement with various local media and potential
developers.
The new Endangered Properties Fund (EPF) will give the organization a new tool, the ability actually
to intervene where the traditional real estate marketplace has failed historic commercial properties.
For vacant or under-utilized properties that have too many obstacles and too few incentives or
resources available to owners, the program will enable Columbus Landmarks to take more vigorous
steps in their defense. Through donation, options, or short-term ownership, Columbus Landmarks
will take sufficient control of these “white elephant” properties to be able to connect them with
preservation-minded buyers, while assuring their long-term survival by placing a preservation
easement on the properties as their sales are closed. Potential sites include those that are featured on
the organization’s annual Most Endangered Sites list as well as other buildings that Columbus
Landmarks may secure. The Endangered Properties Fund has been seeded with a $200,000 bequest
made in 2019 from the Albert W. and Bonnie J. Van Fossen Fund at The Columbus Foundation.
Home Preservation Program
Now in its fifth year, the Home Preservation Program has assisted more than 800 homeowners with
free technical assistance and hands-on workshops. Fewer homeowners, however, have carried out
the full suite of recommendations made by the program because a lack of funding deters completion
of complex rehabilitation projects. The Home Preservation Loan Fund (HPLF) will enable Columbus
Landmarks to provide low-interest, short-term, fixed-rate home equity loans to homeowners for
exterior renovations of homes at least 50 years old. Columbus Landmarks will focus on low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods where owners fall between those who can obtain loans on the open
market and those who are eligible for low- and moderate-income City grants. As a nontraditional
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lender (and as a partner with other lenders), Columbus Landmarks will also go to additional lengths
to help these homeowners to find high-quality contractors and supervise their work. The Home
Preservation Loan Fund is being seeded with $100,000 from cash reserves held by Columbus
Landmarks, reserves that have been enabled by a gift from the Dixie Sayer Miller Fund at The
Columbus Foundation. Columbus Landmarks hopes to double the loan pool to $200,000 by
December 2020 if successful in obtaining a matching $100,000 grant from the 1772 Foundation.
Feasibility Assessment
As a part of our study of the feasibility of establishing a revolving fund at Columbus Landmarks
Foundation, it is our duty to explain why we believe the organization can be successful and to point
out any areas for improvement. The following statements amplify on our sincere belief that
Columbus Landmarks can live up to the highest ideals and standards for revolving fund operations.
It is ambitious to pursue both kinds of revolving funds – acquisition and lending; indeed, in our
research, we are unaware of any other organization quite so ambitious. It is a compliment to the
organization that the strategic planning inherent in this feasibility study has already led directly to
the Board’s endorsement of this bold double step.
Moreover, we firmly believe this is a timely step on the part of Columbus Landmarks. The
community at large needs redoubled action to pursue historic preservation, and everything
Columbus Landmarks has done across its 43 years – and most particularly in the last eight years – has
brought it to a position to lead that action.
A Solid Organizational Reputation, Solid Finances
Columbus Landmarks Foundation is well known and highly regarded in Columbus and throughout
Ohio, based on our initial research and interviews with board members, city officials, and others
working in banking and community development. The Board of Trustees is made up of
knowledgeable and influential people committed to preserving and enhancing the built environment
in Columbus and Franklin County.
The organization had an annual unrestricted operating budget of $208,000 in FY 2019 with additional
restricted accounts of about $250,000, as noted in its 2019 Annual Report.3 Expenses were modest at
$177,000. The organization receives no financial support from the City of Columbus or the State of
Ohio. The staff are highly accomplished grant writers and members, donors, and corporate
sponsors are major sources of support. Earned income from sales of tours, publications, and gift items
is small but growing. While the staff has just three full time and one part time paid staff, Columbus
Landmarks has scores of volunteers that help with tours, fundraising activities, and advocacy efforts.
Members of the Board of Trustees are highly involved in hands-on committee work and fundraising
activities.

3

https://www.columbuslandmarks.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/2019-Annual-Report.pdf
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A Highly Qualified Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees of Columbus Landmarks has 24 members. New Trustees are carefully chosen
each year for three-year terms. Serving on the Board are highly skilled professionals in architecture,
structural engineering, finance, law, real estate development, multi-media communications, historic
preservation, and local history. The Trustees are a diverse group with the majority in their 40s and
50s.
The Columbus Landmarks Board is both a working and governing board in that all members serve
on one or more of the six standing committees or ad hoc committees that manage events. Committees
generally meet monthly and work closely with staff to shape policy, events, and advocacy for historic
buildings in the city and county. The Board as a whole and its Executive Committee alternate in
meeting every other month.
The four officers and the six standing committee chairs make up the Executive Committee, thus
providing the Executive Committee with an in-depth understanding of the workings of the
organization as a whole. The immediate Past President and the Executive Director also serve on the
Executive Committee as ex officio members. Standing committees are:
1. Development
2. Marketing
3. Preservation Services
4. Membership
5. Education
6. Advocacy
The Board has agreed that the Executive Committee will provide day to day oversight of both the
EPF and HPLF, to be described in a written charge or “charter” outlining Executive Committee’s
roles and responsibilities with respect to each fund.
Commitment to Social Justice
In 2014 Columbus Landmarks Foundation issued African-American Settlements and Communities in
Columbus, Ohio: A Report,4 the first comprehensive compilation of historical information about the
various neighborhoods and small crossroads communities in Columbus in the 19th and early 20th
centuries absorbed into greater Columbus today. This project, part of the organization's African
American Landmarks Preservation Initiative, was funded by the Ohio Humanities Council and The
Richard and Julia Moe Fund of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. Funding provided for
recruitment of more than 40 volunteers engaged in ongoing community-based research and for free
workshops on research and preservation. In addition, scholarly perspectives on the project were
provided by Dr. Hasan Jeffries, The Ohio State University; Sam Gresham, Common Cause Ohio;
Barbara Powers, Ohio History Connection; and Reita Smith, First Families of Ohio, at a well-attended

4

https://www.columbuslandmarks.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/African-American-Comm.pdf
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panel discussion with the community on September 18, 2014, at the Main Library of the Columbus
Metropolitan Library.
The commitment of Columbus Landmarks to serving the diverse community of Columbus has only
grown since this important milestone in the organization’s history. The organization’s work with the
African American community continues and the Board is focused on working in predominantly
African American neighborhoods with the Home Preservation Loan Fund. The City has also
committed to working in these neighborhoods, and the community at large has been intent on
enlarging social justice initiatives. Columbus Landmarks seeks to join with others in building
individual and community capacity for collaborative action with the purpose of empowering all
people to realize their full potential.
With the inception of the HPLF, the Board has committed to providing loans in neighborhoods with a
high percentage of African American homeownership and/or African American history, where
Columbus Landmarks now possesses established relationships. The Board hopes by providing these
low-interest loans that it will stimulate generational and intergenerational investment by residents
who renovate their historic properties and help to grow African American participation in
community-wide historic preservation concerns.
A Highly Qualified Staff
Columbus Landmarks is fortunate to have two longstanding staff members who are committed to
seeing the Endangered Properties Fund and the Home Preservation Loan Fund launch and succeed.
Becky West serves as Executive Director and has worked with Columbus Landmarks since 2007. For
ten years she was part-time Associate Director serving under Ed Lenz, the former Executive Director,
before being promoted to full-time Executive Director in 2017. She previously worked in sales
management, product development, strategic marketing and communications at Huntington
National Bank and Procter & Gamble and holds a degree in journalism from The Ohio State
University.
Becky oversees the current strategic priorities of the Board including development of the Endangered
Properties Fund and Home Preservation Loan Fund, the Urban Ideas Forum, African American
heritage efforts, the annual call for nominations to the Most Endangered Sites list, and the annual
awards program. Since Becky has been Executive Director, the organization has grown its budget and
financial assets; and its membership, tour/event attendance, and media exposure; and entered into
new partnerships.
During the next 18 months she will divide her time as half time Executive Director and half time
Endangered Properties Fund Director. A full time Associate Director – a newly established position –
is now assigned to take over Becky’s marketing, volunteer management, and tour program
coordination efforts. When the Endangered Properties Fund has a second or third project in hand, a
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search will be undertaken for a full time Endangered Properties Fund Director and Becky will return
as the full time Executive Director and greater duties in overseeing two new programs.
Susan Keeny, RA, LEED AP, has worked at Landmarks for more than four years. A registered
architect and an accredited professional in the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED AP), she has worked for small architectural firms in the area for
decades, where she focused on housing construction. She began and grew the Home Preservation
Program from its inception after the organization participated in the National Trust for Historic
Preservation’s Partners in the Field Program. This effort inspired the organization to establish the
Home Preservation Program (HPP) permanently to provide guidance, advice, and resources for
homeowners to maintain and preserve the unique architectural character of their older historic
homes. Susan has created relationships with historic homeowners throughout Columbus and
Franklin County. She was also highly involved in an early effort to create a companion loan program
to support the technical assistance provided from the HPP, but despite two years of work, the loan
program was never implemented. Throughout its four years under Susan’s leadership, the HPP has
assisted more than 800 homeowners with free technical assistance and hands-on workshops. Susan’s
role as HPP Director will expand to include administration of the Home Preservation Loan Fund and
lending her architectural expertise to support the Endangered Properties Fund.
In addition, Columbus Landmarks recently added a third full time staff member, Patty J. Ruth, the
new Associate Director. She provides twenty years of experience as a marketing and communications
professional, ten of which have been in architecture and engineering. Patty possesses strong
relationship management skills; most recently, she was a communications representative for
Nationwide Insurance and has a proven track record in developing and implementing internal and
external communication plans and strategies to promote corporate initiatives, products, and services.
In addition to her comprehensive event planning and management expertise, she has managed web,
print, and social media activities and content for videos, websites, presentations, newsletters,
surveys, and reports.
There is one additional paid staff member working part time, Nicole DeVere, who is the Special
Projects Coordinator. Nichole has worked for three years with the Executive Director on a part time
basis to help with the year-round events and advancement activities. There is also a contractual
bookkeeper who balances the books and provides the financial statements for the Board’s review.
We expect that the two revolving funds will be busy from the start, and both will need to hire
assistants either full or part time to assist with the work of the EPF and HPLF within two years. We
have supplied job descriptions for each of the positions, as well as projected salaries and suggested
reporting relationships through an organizational chart in Memo #2b.
More Historic Preservation Action Is Needed in Columbus
Columbus Landmarks Foundation exceeded our expectations. Knowing of the longstanding historic
district “villages” in Columbus, especially German Village, one of the earliest locally designated
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historic districts nationwide, we greatly anticipated visiting the city. German Village and other wellknown historic districts did not disappoint in terms of their preservation, nor did the city’s rich
architectural heritage overall.
We were surprised, however, to discover that the most recent date for local historic district
designation was more than 25 years ago, in 1993 (the Brewery District). Given the city’s size, plus the
march of years and recent scholarship on under-served historic communities, especially African
American communities, we would have expected Columbus to have many more architectural sites
and districts recognized and protected under local zoning. We did learn from one interview that one
neighborhood is currently working to receive local designation. And Columbus is a Certified Local
Government, the fifth to be so recognized in the state of Ohio, on June 1, 1987, meaning it has met
rigorous standards set by the Ohio State Historic Preservation Office in consultation with the
National Park Service (administrator of many of the nation’s historic preservation programs).5
It is more difficult to gauge the community’s “productivity” regarding the National Register, but just
26 listings have been accomplished in the past decade (of 163 since 1970). This includes two historic
districts, one of which, judging by the name, George Washington Carver Addition, is related to
African American heritage.6 The National Register, however, is hardly protective of historic resources
unless they are affected by federal spending. Listing in the National Register does nothing to prevent
ill-advised change by the private sector and private property owners; and although technically
properties that are eligible for the National Register should be protected, it is common to encounter
lay decisionmakers who view the difference as distinct.
Even more difficult to quantify is the overall impression we received that outside a limited number of
wealthier areas, predominantly residential, Columbus does not favor historic preservation. Historic
resources do not appear to be receiving their due level of investment, protection, and community care
as a matter of local practice backed not only by policy but by constituent insistence (beyond the
advocacy efforts of Columbus Landmarks, of course). Columbus is among the larger cities in the
nation, and occupies a place in the Midwest, a region where urban disinvestment is high and
municipal resources limited. So there are factors at work here in the unkempt streets and

5

Out of 78 communities currently listed at https://grantsdev.cr.nps.gov/CLG_Review/search.cfm, accessed October
2020.
6
Hanford Village George Washington Carver Addition HD (2013); and High and Gay Streets HD (2014). This analysis is by
Heritage Strategies, LLC, using National Register data directly from the National Park Service, at
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/database-research.htm, accessed October 2020. Heritage Strategies
further noted that In terms of preparation for greater marketing to support the Endangered Properties Fund,
surprisingly only two of the National Register historic districts in Columbus, East Broad Street HD and Short North HD,
have entries in Wikipedia, which commonly includes listed National Register resources (a shortcut for researchers if
Wikipedia entries are populated). The remaining 21 lack entries, along with an uncounted number of individually listed
properties. This lack should be rectified by a volunteer Wikipedia editor, preferably a Columbus-based local expert, as a
part of making information readily available to the public as a basic marketing step.
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neighborhoods that we observed that are well
beyond the absence of a culture of historic
preservation.
The belief that historic preservation has been the
“secret sauce” in other cities working hard and
successfully to fight those forces to emerge into the
21st century with sense of place, vibrancy, and
growth dynamics has clearly not reached many
community investors and leaders in Columbus as
one would hope. Contrast Pittsburgh and
Cleveland, for example, with Columbus. The oldfashioned tendency to tear down and build anew –
the lingering aftereffects of the attitudes in the
second half of the twentieth century that gave the
nation devastation through urban renewal – rather
than conserve and celebrate unique community
assets is clearly on view in Columbus. Only a
handful of Columbus-based developers are
successfully leveraging federal and state historic
tax credits as development tools that that across the
nation have sparked billions of investment in the
rehabilitation of historic buildings.
The City has invested in a historic preservation
staff (approximately four with additional planning
duties), but we suspect it is all they can do to keep
up with existing local historic district permit
review and make a valiant effort to continue
National Register listings. The City has no historic
preservation plan to set priorities for that work and
no Section 106-style “first do no harm” policy
regarding its own spending. Thus, City grants for
rehabilitation to low-income homeowners do not
follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation7 (nor does private nonprofit

Recognition Status of Historic Properties in
Columbus
The City of Columbus is the location of 163
properties and districts listed in the National
Register, including three National Historic
Landmarks. There are 23 districts or groupings.* The
city has also designated 18 local historic districts.**
Three of these (German Village, Italian Village, and
Victorian Village) are administered by separate
historic district commissions; the others (and any
local landmarks, that is, individual properties) come
under the purview of a citywide historic district
commission. German Village is among the nation’s
earliest locally designated historic districts and the
1973 designations of the other two “villages” are also
quite early. The National Register and local historic
districts may or may not overlap; they are often not
congruent.
* Columbus Near East Side HD-Parsons Avenue; East Broad
Street HD; East North Broadway HD; East Town Street HD;
Fifth Avenue & North High HD; German Village; Glen Echo
HD; Hamilton Park HD; Hanford Village George
Washington Carver Addition HD; High and Gay Streets HD;
Iuka Ravine HD; Jefferson Avenue HD; Near Northside HD;
New Indianola HD; North Columbus Commercial HD; North
Market HD; Old Beechwold HD; Old North End HD; Schlee
Brewery HD; Sessions Village; Short North HD; South High
Street Commercial Grouping; and Third Avenue & North
High HD. Source: Heritage Strategies, LLC, from the Ohio
National Register Searchable Database,
http://nr.ohpo.org/, accessed October 2020. Note that this
search revealed that nine properties have been delisted by
the National Register.
** Listed alphabetically (with date of establishment): 18th
& East Broad HD (1988); 21st & East Broad Historic Group
(1988); Brewery District (1993); Bryden Road District
(1990); East Town Street HD (1982); German Village
(1960); Hamilton Park HD (1987); Indianola Forest HD
(1987); Italian Village (1973); Iuka Ravine HD (1985);
Jefferson Avenue Historic Group (1983); New Indianola HD
(1987); North Market HD (1983); Northwood Park HD
(1989); Old Beechwold HD (1985); Old Oaks HD (1986);
South High Commercial Historic Group (1987); and
Victorian Village (1973). Source: City of Columbus,
https://www.columbus.gov/uploadedFiles/Columbus/Dep
artments/Development/Planning_Division/Document_Libr
ary/Library_Documents/PDFs/Historic_Districts.pdf,
accessed October 2020.

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards.htm. It was not our mission to dig deeply into this situation, but we wondered
(1) if federal funds are at work through these City grants and if so, how Section 106 has played out; and (2) if someday
Columbus Landmarks might partner with the City program to demonstrate preservation principles for low-income older
housing.
7
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spending on community development action apparently follow those standards as a rule).
Both of the revolving funds being established by Columbus Landmarks will change this dynamic for
the better. Columbus Landmarks will be viewed as a more powerful player at the table in the allimportant game of development in Columbus if it can successfully leverage the Endangered
Properties Fund to demonstrate more concretely and more visibly the feasibility, power, and
popularity of historic preservation. More developers might learn the ropes. More nonprofit
community developers might see Columbus Landmarks as a resource able to provide them
assistance. For the Home Preservation Loan Fund, Columbus Landmarks can reach into
neighborhoods to affect individual property owners in a more tangible and more visible way, literally
touching constituents where they live. This will be “practice what we preach” advocacy on an
entirely new level for Columbus Landmarks that could pay many dividends.
Conclusion
Columbus Landmarks Foundation is a mature, well run and well financed local historic preservation
organization, focusing on historic preservation and design excellence, with evident success and
community support. The enthusiasm about putting programs in place to actually save historic
buildings is palpable. We believe that the organization is ripe for this challenge of creating two types
of revolving funds, and fully capable of raising the funds needed to support staff and to make a
highly visible difference for threatened historic buildings in Columbus and Franklin County. Indeed
these two programs will transform the organization and position it for the next ten years of growth.
We expect great things from this highly able Board of Trustees, staff, and volunteers.
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Revolving Fund Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #1: Scenarios and Tools

Introduction
The proposed new revolving fund will allow Columbus Landmarks to take direct, active steps,
beyond the current efforts in policy, advocacy, and education, in order to influence the fate of historic
buildings across Columbus and Franklin County.
A revolving fund enables Columbus Landmarks to intervene in the real estate market where the
marketplace has failed problem properties with too many obstacles and too few incentives to be
readily solved; and where there are gaps in resources available to existing property owners.
Columbus Landmarks has a wide variety of options and tools for such intervention. This memo
explains basic scenarios and tools that will be the foundation of decisions and programs to be
implemented by Columbus Landmarks.
Acquisition: Addressing Properties with Many Obstacles and Too Few Incentives
There are a host of reasons why ”white elephant” properties exist, but basically, the ordinary real
estate market is not set up to address the obstacles that are preventing them from moving from their
current owners to those who will take care of them. Quite often, owners themselves are preventing
the property from being sold. They may have an unrealistic price in mind, or the building is in poor
condition, or the title is tangled. The real estate market finds buyers for properties that can readily be
sold; agents find it too costly to work with commissions that require the time and attention that
endangered buildings require.
Most of the time in the following scenarios, we are imagining a single building. Even in the limited
selection of endangered properties identified in the past seven years by Columbus Landmarks,
however, multi-building complexes occur – the Holy Rosary Church campus is a case in point. In
addition to school properties, a revolving fund might find opportunity with an industrial complex –
or even an entire mill village, which Preservation NC has pursued in several cases.
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There are three basic ways to help these white-elephant properties out of their endangered status and
into the hands of a pro-preservation buyer.
Scenario A. Very, very short-term ownership: Columbus Landmarks can intervene by taking
possession for fifteen minutes or so during closing to place a preservation easement on the
property. This is the classic revolving fund move that is described in detail by J. Myrick Howard’s
book Buying Time for Heritage. In this scenario, Columbus Landmarks acquires an option on a
property (the right to buy the building later at a fixed price) and leverages its funds to learn about
the property’s most egregious problems. Columbus Landmarks secures the property and then
takes the uncertainty out of the potential deal by paying experts to identify the most pressing
concerns and make recommendations on how to address them. Columbus Landmarks does not
actually undertake the repairs or remediation the property might need, but rather endeavors to
supply the critical information from experts that will make it easier for a preservation-minded
developer to seriously consider buying the building. Columbus Landmarks then markets the
building to find the ultimate, preservation-minded buyer.
This is likely, but not guaranteed, to be the least-cost approach. The current owner remains
responsible for “holding costs” – at the least continuing to pay property taxes, utilities, and
insurance during the option’s term.1 Columbus Landmarks “revolves” its funds by charging the
buyer the price Columbus Landmarks agrees to pay the owner in the option agreement, plus
Columbus Landmarks’ costs (preferably including staff time).The preservation easement is placed
on the property during closing when the property is transferred from the owner, to Columbus
Landmarks, and then to the preservation-minded buyer. Columbus Landmarks must own the
property for a short time in order to place the easement.
In the ideal world of this scenario, a revolving fund’s capital would at least be sustained through
the pricing described here. It may be necessary, however, to reduce the price or even sell at a loss
in order to attract the right preservation-minded buyer on a timely basis. Hence, revolving funds
typically need constant replenishment of their corpus, through grants, donations, and
sponsorships.
Scenario B. Lease with Option to Buy: Sometimes a building may need more intervention in the
early stages of involvement by Columbus Landmarks than discussed in Scenario A – going
beyond the typical cleanup and security board-up that Columbus Landmarks should expect to
undertake as a matter of course. If repairs or remediation are significant enough, Columbus
Landmarks can undertake a lease on the property to provide sufficient access and responsibility
for the property. The owner would continue to pay property taxes (although the lease may be
priced to include these), but Columbus Landmarks as occupant assumes such other costs as
utilities and insurance. The costs Columbus Landmarks will seek to recoup in sale to a
preservation-minded owner would thus be higher. (Note that a long-term lease is also a
1

On insurance, CLF would need to work carefully with the organization’s insurance broker on a project-by-project
basis to cover its liability in any of the scenarios here, but in this scenario CLF would not typically be responsible for
property insurance.
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possibility in this scenario, but not recommended. The idea is for Columbus Landmarks to get
into the project and out of it as quickly as possible so as to maximize its ability to preserve as
many buildings as possible while minimizing the burden on its funds; long-term leasing is a
commitment without full control over the property’s fate, even if major investment is undertaken.
Leasing for any length of time should always include an option to buy for this reason.)
Scenario C. Pass-through Ownership: In a variation of Scenario A, Columbus Landmarks can
take actual possession of the property as it initiates the project. In this scenario, Columbus
Landmarks must carry the holding costs for as long as it takes to find a preservation-minded
buyer. The rest of the complexities in Scenario A remain the same – securing the property,
clearing up questions, and marketing it to find a preservation-minded buyer. As in Scenario A or
B, Columbus Landmarks seeks to do the minimum possible to attract a qualified buyer. In this
option, property ownership can obligate a significant portion of the revolving fund’s capital and
may limit the organization’s ability to participate in other pressing projects.
Scenario D. Ownership, Rehabilitation, and Sale: In this scenario, Columbus Landmarks not
only takes possession of the property with all of the considerations in Scenario B but becomes the
developer itself (or joins with a consortium that will be the developer). Marketing, then, is to
attract the ultimate, “turnkey” buyer, still a preservation-minded one, who needs only to move in
and begin putting the property to good use while maintaining it appropriately (as required by the
preservation easement imposed by Columbus Landmarks at closing). This is obviously the most
complex and expensive move, which can tie up a large share of the revolving fund corpus, but it
may also provide more “profit” (defined here as not only covering all costs, staff time included,
but providing an additional margin). Columbus Landmarks here is taking on all of the risk of a
real estate development project, and thus will reap all of or its share of the financial reward,
should that become available.
Loans: Filling the Gaps in Resources Available to Property Owners
The market for loans to rehabilitate historic properties is not well served, a gap Columbus Landmarks
could fill. Homeowners not only could make use of such loans, but also institutional and nonprofit
owners/developers and for-profit developers. Thus, this approach also applies to a wide variety of
buildings. Here, there are two basic options, with two variations for the second:
Scenario E. Predevelopment Loans: The Michigan Historic Preservation Network (MHPN)
operates a Predevelopment Loan Program that provides financial support up to $50,000 for
projects rehabilitating historic buildings in Michigan. The loan fund covers reasonable third-party
costs that occur in the early stages and are necessary to make the project happen. Eligible
applicants include nonprofit organizations and for-profit entities; MHPN does not fund
homeowners. Loans are committed on a short-term basis and repayments plus interest are
“revolved” back into the corpus. Some of the projects do not go forward, so these loans are highrisk and thus a higher interest rate is charged. This “bridge financing” provides “but-for” support:
but for the loan, the project might not occur. In such projects, typically the developing entity
acquires lower-cost long-term financing upon the completion of the project and at that time
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repays the loans taken out to begin and carry out the project
(both predevelopment and construction).
We do not envision Columbus Landmarks undertaking a
predevelopment lending role at this time. Columbus
Affordable Housing Trust (CAHT), however, has expressed
interest in working with Columbus Landmarks, in effect
providing funding for various project needs specifically
identified by Columbus Landmarks, predevelopment or
otherwise. The funds that CAHT or Columbus Landmarks or
another collaborating lender can bring to the table might be
applied also in Scenarios B and C (and even in Scenario A,
with the potential for lending not to Columbus Landmarks
but to the preservation-minded buyer identified by Columbus
Landmarks).
Scenario F. Homeowner Low-Interest Loans Operated by
Columbus Landmarks: Residential property owners in
particular often need funds to undertake specific projects that
will help stabilize their homes and protect character-defining
features. Property owners who are otherwise credit-worthy
may not be able to obtain conventional financing due to the
condition of the building and area. They need an
understanding lender. Moreover, these borrowers often need
technical assistance to undertake a high-quality preservation
project. With that technical assistance from Columbus
Landmarks staff, the borrower becomes a better customer for
the lender – that is, in effect or in deed, the provider of the
technical assistance helps to vouch for the project.

SIDEBAR: The Historic
Athens Revolving Fund
The Historic Athens Revolving
Fund limits the use of its
revolving fund to the following:
• Purchase or participate in the
purchase of historic resources
for resale
or other approved disposition
• Secure options for the purpose
of historic resource
preservation
• Secure appropriate financing
for historic resource
preservation
• Award grants or short-term
loans for historic resource
preservation
• Stabilize the structure of
historic resources
• Bring properties up to code
• Conduct appraisals
• Purchase insurance
• Cover realty and legal fees
• Pay for architects, engineers,
consultants, and others for
services connected with any
approved Revolving Fund
projects
• Market available historic
properties
• Pay expenses incurred in the
operation of the Revolving
Fund including the collection
of delinquent payment of any
kind
• Sell, lease, or otherwise
determine the use of acquired
properties
• Move properties to other sites.

Since higher income homeowners have more options, a loan
program like this would typically be focused on low- and
https://www.historicathens.com/revolvingmoderate-income (LMI) historic neighborhoods in need of
fund#:~:text=The%20mission%20of%20t
he%20Historic,rehabilitation%20and%20m
revitalization and stabilization. Some low-income owners in
onitoring%20their%20preservation.
LMI neighborhoods may qualify for city-funded grant
programs for low-income owners that Columbus makes available through the city’s Housing
Division. Other residents with more income may not be able to obtain help from the city. Even so,
these moderate-income residents may also need help with the extra costs of rehab projects
involving historic homes. Moreover, these moderate-income owners may not have the best credit
history and if so, would need special attention in the underwriting process (the process of
understanding the financial risk associated with the particular borrower).
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A loan fund under this option would be expected to grow more than in an acquisition approach
but depending on the interest rate and level of risk, it may only be sustainable (that is, growing
with the rate of inflation). Memo #3 explains how Columbus Landmarks can capitalize a small
loan fund to begin addressing the needs of such property owners and neighborhoods.
Scenario G. Homeowner Low-Interest Loans Operated by a Bank in Collaboration with
Columbus Landmarks: Columbus Landmarks is capable of undertaking a small amount of
lending immediately as a leadership move, as described in Scenario F plus Memo #3. This may not
be, however, the best long-term use of its funds and staff time and experience – Columbus
Landmarks is not a bank able to underwrite, process, and collect on loans without a fairly steep
learning curve for untrained staff more inclined to other skills. Also, there is evidently a much
greater need than Columbus Landmarks’ funds alone can meet.
There are two routes for establishing a larger homeowner loan program. Either of these approaches
has great appeal in being able to harness the existing experience and staffing at a partnering bank, not
to mention much greater potential for capitalization:
Scenario G-1. A Bank-only Loan Fund: First, Columbus Landmarks can work to persuade a
community-minded bank to collaborate with Columbus Landmarks to channel qualified
borrowers to a program established, capitalized, and operated by the bank. Borrowers would be
those who have received Columbus Landmarks technical assistance, thus assuring the bank of the
quality of the project (not necessarily creditworthiness, which the bank would assess). During our
visit to Columbus, we interviewed a Huntington Bank officer on the commercial lending side
about this possibility. He was not in a position to move this idea along, but suggested the person
in the consumer-lending part of the bank to whom Columbus Landmarks should address further
discussion and offered the opinion that the idea seems feasible. Depending on the neighborhoods
identified for assistance, the bank could satisfy part of its responsibilities under the Community
Reinvestment Act (CRA).2
Scenario G-2. A Bank-Columbus Landmarks Partnership Loan Fund: Second, a hybrid approach
may be negotiable with a bank like Huntington, where Huntington would organize the lending
(underwriting, securing, servicing) of bank and/or Columbus Landmarks funds. Columbus
Landmarks already banks with Huntington and that may be sufficient to expand the relationship
to a special bank-managed loan fund, or Columbus Landmarks may need to put some of its own
funds at risk.
Tools to Deploy
There are many real estate tools and techniques available to Columbus Landmarks as it pursues the
scenarios described above. Most tools are used primarily in the Acquisition Scenarios (A-D). Many of
the donative tools can be combined into a “gifts of heritage” program (as the National Trust for
Historic Preservation has offered for decades3) where donors are encouraged to convey real estate as
2
3

https://www.federalreserve.gov/consumerscommunities/cra_about.htm
http://legacy.savingplaces.org/ways-to-donate-real-estate-guide?featured=true
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gifts that the trust in turn sells, devoting the proceeds to the revolving fund. (When the property is
significant, the receiving organization can arrange to assure that it is protected through a
preservation easement as it is conveyed to the next owner.)
The following are among the many tools that Columbus Landmarks might expect to use in the years
ahead:
Right of First Refusal: If an owner is not interested in selling a property of concern to Columbus
Landmarks right away, Columbus Landmarks might seek a right of first refusal, which gives
Columbus Landmarks the right to match a bona fide offer from an arms-length seller (a seller with no
relationship to the owner) within a given space of time once the owner is interested in actually
selling. The right is generally recorded in the deed to the property; it can be donated or paid for,
sometimes for a nominal amount. This tool offers less control over a valued property than a
conservation easement, which controls the management of the property (important in preserving
character-defining features of a historic property), but it enlists the owner in a future transaction to
preserve the property.
Right of First Refusal as a Clause in an Easement: A right of first refusal is often included in a
preservation easement, as a way of constricting change of title and thus triggering a notification to the
easement holder, who must waive the right before the property can be sold to someone else. (As both
the easement and the right of first refusal are recorded with the deed, they would be found in the title
search ordinarily carried out in all arms-length property sales.) The easement-holding organization
may choose to take time to evaluate the next owner before agreeing to the sale and waiving its right
of first refusal. (Thus it follows as a long-term proposition that an organization with an easement
program should have the means to exercise its right to buy the property when it does not consider
the next buyer to be sufficiently preservation-minded – just as the organization should have the
means to legally defend the easement should an existing owner cause a problem.)
Option: If an owner is interested in selling a property but is willing to wait for an agreed-upon
amount of time, Columbus Landmarks can acquire an option to purchase it. An option is obtained for
a fee, sometimes nominal, and gives Columbus Landmarks exclusive right to purchase the property
during a specified period of time at a price established at the time of the option. During that time, and
as allowed under the option, Columbus Landmarks may undertake some limited stabilization to
assure the building does not further degrade. Experts would also be approached to solve the
problems preventing the sale of the building (environmental, structural, legal). This method assures
the owner that Columbus Landmarks will work to locate a qualified preservation-minded buyer who
will agree to preserve the property for future generations via a required easement at sale. It also
provides Columbus Landmarks with a temporary property interest that assures that Columbus
Landmarks can proceed to making the building marketable and can exercise sufficient control over its
sale, in being able to select the buyer and record a preservation easement.
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Fee Simple Purchase: “In fee simple” is an old English legal term meaning all rights to the property.
Outright purchase of a property is rare for most revolving funds. Property ownership ties up capital.
The following techniques also involve fee simple conveyances.
Donation: Donation of a property is an outright gift, in fee simple, from an owner of a building that
Columbus Landmarks intends to preserve through its revolving fund activities (this would be
Scenario C or perhaps Scenario D but without spending any capital on a purchase).
A donation can also provide much-needed capital to the revolving fund if the donated property is not
to be addressed through the revolving fund, but simply to be sold to help raise more funding.
Property owners in a position to take advantage of a charitable contribution as a tax deduction may
find Columbus Landmarks an appealing recipient, since a donation of property can only be deducted
if it is made to a nonprofit organization. As an outright gift, a donation requires only a signed deed of
gift and IRS Form 8283 for noncash charitable contributions.4 The donor is responsible for the
appraisal and thus the value claimed for tax purposes.
Bargain Sale: A bargain sale is the sale of real estate to a nonprofit organization at less than fair
market value. Just as with a property donation, it can be a means of acquiring a property (in fee
simple) that Columbus Landmarks intends to preserve through its revolving fund activities. Or, sale
of the property (with or without further protection through an easement depending on the needs of
the property) can simply add dollars to the revolving fund.
Donors who convey property by bargain sale to a nonprofit would fill out IRS Form 8283, but unlike
a full donation of the property, the conveyance of the property would be carried out through a
closing just as if the property were sold at full price.
A bargain sale is eligible for the charitable contribution tax deduction on the difference between the
fair market value and the sale price, but there are other calculations and variables involved as well.
Donors should be advised to consult legal and tax advisors before undertaking their transactions.
Donation of a Retained Life Estate: Donors may also sign a deed of gift but retain the right to live in
the property for the rest of their lives. The donors remain responsible for all property costs during
this time, e.g., maintenance, taxes, insurance, and general repairs. The donation may be eligible for a
charitable contribution tax deduction at the time of the gift, valued according to actuarial
calculations.
Charitable Remainder Trust: Donors may use their property as an asset to fund a charitable
remainder trust. Once an easement is placed on the property (if it is significant) and it is sold, the
funds are put into a trust to generate income for the donors for one or more lifetimes or for a term of
years. The funds in the trust become a gift to the beneficiary of the trust upon its termination. The
donor may be eligible for a charitable contribution tax deduction at the time the trust is established.
(The MHPN, which encourages such a donative instrument, limits the term to twenty years if lives of
4

https://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/about-form-8283
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donors do not set the horizon. Although the MHPN does not currently serve as trustee, it will act
cooperatively with whatever trustee is chosen by the donor.)
Bequest: Donors or executors (although the latter may be limited by legally binding fiduciary
responsibilities) may leave property to Columbus Landmarks in their wills or in the execution thereof
(a process called probate), thereby potentially reducing estate taxes, depending on the size of the gift.
Donors or executors may similarly donate easements to Columbus Landmarks in their wills or
during probate.
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee, Personnel Committee, Finance Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #2a: Recommendations for Organizational Staffing in 2020 and 2022

Introduction
The initiation of the Columbus Landmarks Foundation’s revolving fund programs will transform
Columbus Landmarks. Two new programs will involve the organization in the local real estate
market on behalf of threatened or underutilized historic buildings and with residences in need of
repair by their owners. First, the Endangered Properties Fund (EPF) will reinforce the current Most
Endangered Sites list through the acquisition, marketing, and sale to preservation-minded buyers of
sites like those identified to date. And second, the Home Preservation Loan Fund (HPLF) has been a
long-sought vision to allow Columbus Landmarks to help homeowners carry out high-quality repairs
to their older homes in symbiosis with the current Home Preservation Program providing technical
advice to homeowners.
The commencement of both programs requires rethinking the staffing for Columbus Landmarks.
Following are staffing recommendations for the remaining portion of 2020 as these two programs are
launched, and for the next two years (2021, 2022), by which time both programs should be well
established. We include organizational charts.
Overview of Staffing for 2020
The following jobs and salaries were recommended for the last three months of 2020, with Board
action in August and startup as of October 1. In general, during startup, the Executive Director would
divide her time equally each week between the Executive Director position and the Endangered
Properties Fund Director position, aiming for launch during the first quarter of 2021. The Executive
Director would also work with the Preservation Director on the Home Preservation Loan Fund’s
development. One conclusion from our staffing analysis in August was that the long-planned new
Associate Director position needed to be filled as soon as possible; as we write, the new Associate
Director has taken up the position. We have added additional duties to this job description as
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described here and noted in detail in the accompanying memo (#2b) providing the actual job
descriptions.
The Home Preservation Program Director (renamed Preservation Director to acknowledge the
growth of services to include the Home Preservation Loan Fund) would continue to work in the
Home Preservation Program, but the majority of her time would be taken up with creating the loan
fund during the next six months.
Finally, in studying the organization overall, we are also recommending that the Tour Program be
managed by a part time Tour Coordinator until the organization has undertaken an internal study
about the tour program’s future by 2022 as outlined below.
2020-21 COLUMBUS LANDMARKS ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
Executive
Director PT*
Associate
Director FT

Bookkeeper
Consultant
Special Projects
Consultant

Preservation
Director FT

EPF Director
PT*

Tour Program
Consultant

*In general, during startup, the Executive Director would divide her time equally each
week between the Executive Director position and the EPF Director position.

Executive Director, Part Time, 20 hrs./wk., Becky West, $30K
The Executive Director would continue her leadership of the organization as chief executive officer
and its overall fundraising efforts. As CEO, she would continue to plan for and attend all Board and
committee meetings. She would continue to oversee board management, advocacy efforts, recordkeeping, budgeting, and fundraising (grant writing, plus cultivation of all corporate, individual, and
institutional donors). She would continue to be the staff liaison to the Executive, Finance, and
Development Committees and continue to manage the Most Endangered Sites annual list, African
American heritage efforts, and the Urban Forum. She would supervise and delegate virtually all of
the current marketing, tour, and event planning activities, constituent services, and volunteer
coordination to the Associate Director. We have created a revised Executive Director job description
for this part time position (Memo #2b).
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Associate Director, Full Time, 40 hrs./wk., name TBD, $45K
The Associate Director reports to the Executive Director and serves as the primary marketing
manager; tour and event planner/supervisor; constituent manager; and volunteer coordinator. The
Associate Director is the staff liaison to the Education, Marketing, and Membership Committees.
New tasks added to the job include Cleanup and Open House work days for the EPF program. The
latter includes managing volunteer recruitment, coordinating public relations (photographers, video,
press), and gathering supplies and catering for the actual events. The Associate Director would also
coordinate with the Home Preservation Program on initial PR or marketing efforts. The revised job
description is in Memo #2b.
Preservation Director, Full Time, 40 hrs./wk., Susan Keeny, RA, LEED-AP, $45K
The Preservation Director, who is assumed to be a qualified architect at this time (the detailed job
description offers alternatives, but a high level of knowledge is critical in any case; Susan is a
registered architect), will direct the Home Preservation Loan Fund and provide architectural
assistance to the Endangered Properties Fund. The duties for the EPF include making an initial visit
to each site, participating in Cleanups and Open Houses, working with consultants as needed,
creating a rehab agreement, inspecting construction, and inspecting the easement once complete, on
an annual basis. The Program Director would continue to be the staff liaison to the Preservation
Services Committee.
The Preservation Director would assist the Executive Director with the development of the Home
Preservation Loan Fund over the first six months towards the program launch in the first quarter of
2021. With the ED, the Preservation Director would assist in identifying and working with potential
partners, especially Community Development Financial Institutions1 and banks on loan underwriting
and servicing; and with the ED and AD, develop marketing materials for the Home Preservation
Loan Fund. Once the Home Preservation Loan Fund is underway, the Preservation Director would
work with potential borrowers, assist with applications, coordinate with the Loan Committee, write
up rehab agreements, help identify contractors, inspect construction, monitor payments to
contractors, and sign off on completed work.
The Preservation Director would provide one-on-one technical assistance to homeowners and plan
and host Columbus Landmarks’ usual Home Preservation workshops. It is expected that the program
would transition to working more with homeowners interested in loans during 2021 and 2022. The
Preservation Director would also continue to inspect easement properties yearly. The revised job
description is in Memo #2b.
Director, Endangered Properties Fund, Part Time, 20 hrs./wk., Becky West, $30K
The EPF Director would manage the EPF and the plan for the launch of the Home Preservation Loan
Fund along with the Preservation Director in the first quarter of 2021. The position is construed as the
second half of a full time job, the other half being the Executive Director position, until the program

1

https://www.greaterohio.org/cdfi-network
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can be grown sufficiently to bring on a separate full time EPF Director sometime in 2022 (and until
the program can sustain a separate full time Executive Director position).
This job entails identifying partners for the launch of the two programs, developing marketing
materials, and establishing policies and procedures for the EPF within the six months following
October 1, while also planning for the launch of the Home Preservation Loan Fund in the first quarter
of 2021.
The EPF Director would work with potential building sellers/donors, oversee the selection and work
of specialized professionals on a project-specific basis, and coordinate with Executive Committee for
approval (see Memo #7). The EPF Director would oversee preparation of the necessary easement
document with the attorney on retainer and the rehab agreement prepared by the Preservation
Director. The EPF Director would oversee the work of the Associate Director for EPF Cleanups and
Open Houses and marketing the properties regionally and nationally. The EPF Director would also
collaborate on the Home Preservation Loan Fund as needed.
The intention is for the EPF Director position to become a full time position, after a year or so, or at
the time when several EPF projects are in hand and after the Home Preservation Loan Fund launches
and the first one or two loans are in the works. A full time job description appears in Memo #2b.
Part Time Special Projects Coordinator, Consultant, Nicole DeVere, $10K
We are recommending a slight increase in the time commitment of Nicole to assist the Executive
Director during this time of transition. The Special Projects Coordinator assists with all fundraising
events and works closely with the Executive Director on them throughout the year.
Part Time Bookkeeper, Consultant, $15K
Retain the current bookkeeper but acknowledge that the growth in programming in the coming year
will increase the workload.
Overview of Staffing for 2021
We are assuming that the Endangered Properties Fund and the Home Preservation Loan Fund will
both be launched by the end of the first quarter of 2021. Demand for services and donation offers for
historic properties may require that the organization transition quickly to having a full time rather
than a part time EPF Director (and Executive Director). We believe that a full time position for the
EPF Director will be needed by 2022, particularly if there are more than two projects in hand for the
EPF. A part time EPF Assistant may be also needed to help with administration or technical
assistance work for the Endangered Properties Fund. A job description for a part time EPF Assistant
is in Memo #2b.
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Part Time Tour Coordinator, Name TBD, Consultant, $20K
This is an entirely new position, to transition the Tour Program’s varied offerings into an activity
managed by a single staff.2 Tour activity varies from month to month; because of the COVID-19
pandemic, this position was not filled at the end of 2020 as originally conceived. We are
recommending that this new position be filled by a consultant, thus permitting Columbus Landmarks
to continue to provide high-quality programming that supports its mission in community education
and advocacy/constituency development.
We recommend that the Columbus Landmarks form an in-house study group of Board members and
staff to make recommendations about the further development of the Tour Program into a profitmaking tourism business that would provide Columbus Landmarks with an annual payment and a
percentage of the profit, or other option. The study group should determine how to position the
existing Columbus Landmarks Tour Program for the future using the following options but
considering others:
1. Hire a part time consultant to manage the existing tour program as currently offered.
2. Develop an RFP for a consultant to manage the tour program, to offer Columbus Landmarks a
base annual fee and a percentage of the profits of the venture.
3. Develop a business plan for a Tour Program to grow as a profit center for Columbus
Landmarks.
2022 COLUMBUS LANDMARKS ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
Executive Director
FT

Associate Director
FT

Bookkeeper
Consultant

Special Projects
Coordinator PT

Preservation
Director FT

Preservation
Services
Assistant PT

EPF Director FT

Tour Program
Coordinator FT

EPF
Assistant FT

2

Tour Program
Assistant PT

Note: although this is written as if this position is to be filled by a single individual, it is conceivable that a multi-person eventsmanagement company or other kind of consulting group might be interested in taking on the assignment, parceling out the work as
appropriate among multiple people on their staff. This may even be an advantage, since creating an independent contractor position
can be risky: Employers must exercise caution when classifying workers as consultants or contractors because mistakes can lead to
fines and legal fees. For more information, see https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/independentcontractor-self-employed-or-employee.
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Comments on Staffing for 2022
By 2022, the growth of the Home Preservation Loan Fund may also necessitate the addition of either
a full time or part time assistant to help with the administration or technical assistance work for the
loan fund. A job description for a full time assistant is in Memo #2b.
By 2022, the Endangered Properties Fund may also necessitate the addition of either a full or part
time assistant to help with the administration or technical assistance work for the EPF. A job
description for a part time assistant is in Memo #2b.
By 2022, the Columbus Landmarks Tour Program may require a full time person to manage the tour
program if recommended by a Columbus Landmarks Board committee. A full time job description
and a job description for a part time assistant appear in Memo #2b. The two jobs as written assume
re-absorption into Columbus Landmarks, but this is not a recommendation. (In the preceding section
on 2021, we recommend that Columbus Landmarks study all of its options for the Tour Program.)
The proposed staffing list with salaries for our recommended staffing is next. Finally, see all the job
descriptions for staff for 2020 and 2022 in Memo #2b.
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Columbus Landmarks Foundation Budget Projections - Staff
Budgeted 2020 Salaries (before COVID-19), annualized
Executive Director
55,000
Associate Director
40,000
Preservation Director
40,000
Special Projects Consultant
7,000
Bookkeeper
12,000
Total
$154,000
Note: no payroll taxes included in budget or any benefits
Recommended revised personnel for 2020, annualized
55,000
Executive Director (half time 1 qtr)
Associate Director full time
40,000
Preservation Director full time
40,000
EPF Director (half time)
20,000
Special Projects Consultant
15,000
Bookkeeper consultant
12,000
Total
$182,000
Note: no payroll taxes included in budget or other benefits
Recommended Personnel for 2021
Executive Director
(50%, 1st 3 qtrs, 100%, last qtr)
43,750
Associate Director full time
45,000
46,250
Preservation Director full time
EPF Director half time until 9/30, filled
by ED
15,000
EPF Director full time as of 10/1
12,500
Tour Coordinator consultant,
(50%, 1st 3 qtrs, 100%, last qtr)
26,250
Special Projects Consultant
16,250
12,750
Bookkeeper consultant
$217,750
Total
Note: no payroll taxes included in budget or other benefits
Recommended personnel for 2022, annualized
Executive Director full time
70,000
Associate Director full time
45,000
Preservation Director full time
50,000
45,000
Preservation Services Assistant full time
EPF Director full time
50,000
EPF Assistant part time
25,000
Tour Coordinator full time
45,000
Tour Program Assistant part time
20,000
Special Projects Consultant
20,000
Bookkeeper consultant
15,000
Total
$385,000
Note: no payroll taxes included in budget or other benefits
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee, Personnel Committee, Finance Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #2b: Job descriptions for 2020 and 2022

Columbus Landmarks Personnel Needs in 2020
We have prepared the following job descriptions for 2020 using existing job descriptions supplied to
us by Columbus Landmarks staff. New tasks are in red, strikeouts show tasks eliminated from a 2008
job description. Job descriptions for new positions are noted in RED. 2022 jobs follow in a separate
section below.
JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Executive Director (and part time Endangered Properties Fund
Director)
Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees; day to day supervisor is
the Board President

Requirements
Well-developed leadership skills and the ability to work independently, while working part time
during this interim period as the Endangered Properties Fund and the Home Preservation Loan Fund
are created. Strong background in fundraising with an emphasis on fund development and donor
relations. Strong written and verbal communication and advocacy skills with knowledge of local,
state, and national funders. Knowledge of preservation. Exceptional organizational skills and the
ability to pursue and communicate a vision. 3-5 years’ experience in leadership and preservation. MA
or MS. preferred. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and ability to transport tour/event supplies required.
Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity employer.
Serve as chief development executive for the organization
Estimated percentage of total efforts: 45%
• Develop and implement fund development strategies to support Columbus Landmarks
advocacy and program efforts
• Develop and implement a donor relations plan to include identifying, cultivating and
engaging individual, corporate and institutional funders
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•
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•
•

Staff liaison with Development Committee
Oversee Special projects coordinator on events management
Oversee development of Urban Ideas Forum, African American heritage efforts, annual
call for Most Endangered Sites and annual Recchie Awards program
Work with the Board Membership Committee to increase members and member
contributions through the comprehensive donor relations plan
Ensure accurate and timely maintenance of donor and membership records
Assist the special event fundraising committees in event activities related to fund raising
and sponsorship and ensure effective execution of major events
Identify sources of grant funding and draft grant proposals and grant reports
Develop a marketing plan to assist in achieving maximum income potential

Serve as advocate for the organization and preservation in the community
Estimated percentage of total efforts: 5%
• Supervisor of the Associate Director
• Develop a marketing plan directed to achieving maximum community exposure for the
preservation/urban development advocacy efforts of the organization
• Develop and maintain cooperative relationships with neighborhood residents, community
organizations, foundations, elected officials, community leaders and the media
• Assist the Board Advocacy Committee with community relations
• Ensure communication with the community and donors through newsletters, web sites
and annual reports
• Serve as a principal and preservation/urban development spokesperson for the
organization
• Assist the Board Education Committee with program development
Serve as chief operations officer of the organization
Estimated percentage of total efforts: 50%
• Develop and maintain processes for the effective management of the organization and its
programs
• Recommend appropriate policies and course of action to the Board of Trustees and
implement Board directives
• Develop, with the Board Finance Committee, an annual budget and ensure that monthly
financial reports are prepared
• Serves as staff liaison to Executive, Revolving Fund, Personnel, and Development
Committees
• Recruit, hire, train, and supervise all paid staff/consulting positions. and volunteer staff
positions
• Ensure that all administrative management functions are completed in a timely manner
• Prepare materials for full Board meetings
• Assist in organizing the annual meeting of the organization
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•

Supervise Endangered Properties Fund Director, Preservation Director, Tour Program
Coordinator, and Bookkeeper

Annual Salary: $30,000 with paid vacation; 20 hours per week, no medical or other benefits. Other
half of job is Revolving Fund Director, part time

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Full Time Associate Director
Executive Director

Requirements
Associate Director who will serve as the primary marketing manager; tour and event planner;
constituent manager; and volunteer coordinator. Goal-oriented, engaging and motivated, we seek a
versatile candidate with excellent organizational and time management skills and the ability to
work independently as well as part of our dynamic team. Bachelor’s degree; marketing and
technology savvy; excellent organizational skills with the ability to pursue and communicate our
vision. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus
Landmarks is an equal opportunity employer.
Marketing; Volunteer Coordinator; Event Planner
• Develop and implement marketing/communications plan including digital, print and
social media
• Manage website and content creation
• Plan, coordinates and attend tours and special events that explore our city’s architectural
heritage
• Maintains Constituent Relationship Manager software and related reporting
• Conducts surveys and analyzes feedback/metrics
• Recruits, coordinates, and supervises volunteers
• Establishes contacts and develops community partnerships
• Manages promotional materials including pop-up shop inventory
• Represents organization and promotes brand
• Accomplishes organization goals by accepting ownership for new and different requests
• Explores opportunities to add value to accomplishments
• Serves as staff liaison for Education, Marketing and Membership Committees
• Development activities as assigned
Endangered Properties Fund
• Manage marketing and PR (photographers, video, press) for all events associated with new
program
• Coordinate with Endangered Properties Fund Director to gather supplies and catering for
Cleanup and Open House work days
• Gather regional and national media list for marketing revolving fund properties
• Maintain data base for all volunteers and visitors to Cleanups and Open Houses, showing
property to visitors
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•

Manage volunteer recruitment for any Cleanup Days and Open Houses for EPF projects,
attend all events

Home Preservation Loan Fund
• Coordinate with Preservation Services Fund Director on any marketing and PR and events for
new program
• Assist the Preservation Service Fund Director with volunteer needs
Work Hours: Columbus Landmarks maintains regular office business hours (M-F, 9-5) with flexible
hours to offset before- and after-hours meetings as well as weekend tours/events that are a
responsibility of this position.
Annual Salary: $45,000 with paid vacation; no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Full Time Preservation Director
Executive Director

Requirements
Ten years minimum experience in the construction industry or the architectural or preservation
professions, registered architect preferred. Interest in and knowledge of historic preservation,
restoration and renovation practices. College degree in design, architecture or preservation related
discipline. Knowledge of residential construction process, specifications, and materials. Excellent
communication skills in working with staff, clients and contractors. Sound problem solving skills to
effectively handle client questions and construction issues in the field. Valid Ohio Driver’s License
and ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity
employer.
Architectural assistance to the Endangered Properties Fund
• Make an initial visit to sites interested in EPF with committee members and Director of
Revolving Fund program
• Prepare initial architectural assessment of property for Committee review
• For an accepted property, prepare the Rehab Agreement
• Participate in Open Houses, provide assistance to serious owners to understand rehab
agreement
• Inspect construction on a regular basis to assure that new owner is compliant with rehab
agreement, confirm with Endangered Properties Fund Director if not compliant
• Inspect the property once completed for easement compliance
Home Preservation Loan Fund
• Assist the Endangered Properties Fund Director with the development of the Home
Preservation Loan Fund towards the program launch in the first quarter of 2021
• With Endangered Properties Fund Director, assist in identifying and working with potential
partners, especially banks and CDFIs on underwriting and loan servicing
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Work with the Associate Director to develop marketing materials for the Home Preservation
Loan Fund and promotion of completed projects
Write marketing materials, criteria and loan documents for use with partners as needed
Work directly with potential borrowers, and assist them with applications
Coordinate with Loan Committee, or CDFI/bank if partnerships develop
Write up rehab agreements and review with owner, help identify contractors to do the work
Regularly inspect construction, monitor payments to contractors and sign off on completed
work
Make periodic presentations to area commissions, civic associations and review boards and
other groups as needed to promote the Home Preservation Loan Fund

Home Preservation Program
• Continue to be the staff liaison to Preservation Services Committee
• Develop, review and update all Home Preservation Program marketing materials
• Develop and conduct workshops for homeowners of older houses in a variety of areas to
inform and assist homeowners in the care and maintenance of their historic houses
• Investigate and secure program funding partners and grant opportunities for the continuation
of the program
• Coordinate with Columbus Landmarks staff, Board of Trustees, and Preservation Services
Committee; City of Columbus Historic Resources Commission; State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO); Heritage Ohio and other preservation groups
• Maintain good working relationships with area commissions, civic groups, and historic
commission review boards
• Consult with engineering, architectural, and other design professionals in both the private and
public sector to strengthen and refine program’s specifications/guidelines for
renovating/maintaining historic properties
• Meet with residents – establish and maintain strong working relationships with homeowners
in neighborhoods throughout the City
• Conduct individual site visits to access homeowner properties and proposed projects; help
homeowners develop a scope of work and recommend renovation priorities; provide a written
site assessment report if needed
• Assist homeowners with contractor selection/evaluation; review contractor bids if needed
• Maintain records of site visits on specific site evaluation forms, with photo documentation,
and on excel spreadsheets
• Make periodic presentations to area commissions, civic associations and review boards and
other groups as needed to promote the Home Preservation Program
Other Organizational Duties
• Continue to inspect easement properties yearly
Annual Salary: $45,000 with paid vacation; 40 hours per week – may fluctuate depending on
individual project needs no medical or other benefits
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JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Endangered Properties Fund Director (and part time Executive
Director)
Executive Director [Note: for the time while this is a shared position with the
ED position, this individual will report to the Columbus Landmarks
Foundation Board of Trustees; day to day supervisor is the Board President]

Requirements
Ability to work independently, while working part time to form the new Endangered Properties
Fund and the new Home Preservation Loan Fund. Exceptional organizational skills and the ability to
pursue and communicate a vision for the Endangered Properties Fund. Ten or more years’ experience
in leadership, historic preservation, real estate, construction, architecture or allied professions. MA,
MS or MBA preferred. Willing to obtain an Ohio Commercial Real Estate Brokers License within six
months of appointment. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and ability to transport tour/event supplies
required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity employer.
Endangered Properties Fund
• Conceptualize the working of the fund, write/revise criteria, application forms, marketing
efforts
• Make an initial visit to sites interested in EPF with committee members and Director of
Preservation Services
• Oversee Committee review of applications
• Work with Preservation Services director on identify and contract with professionals to supply
various services to answer questions about the property
• Oversee work of attorney on easement agreement, and the Preservation Director for the Rehab
Agreement
• Coordinate with Committee on dates and needs for Cleanup days, coordinate with Associate
Director on volunteers, supplies and catering
• Coordinate with Committee on Open House dates and needs, coordinate with Associate
Director on volunteers, supplies, printing, PR, marketing and catering
• Serve as press liaison for Open Houses
• Conceptualize marketing effort for property, work with Associate Director on regional and
national marketing for property
• Provide assistance to serious prospects to understand rehab agreement, easement and
understand owner’s financing
• Work on Mortgagee Consent if needed for easement document
• Work with Committee on closing and placement of easement on property, host closing PR
event
• Oversee the Preservation Director’s inspection of construction on a regular basis to assure that
new owner is compliant with rehab agreement
• Inspect the property once completed
• Work with Associate Director on PR for completion, and any PR event
Annual Salary: $30,000 with paid vacation; 20 hours per weeks, no medical or other benefits
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JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Tour Coordinator (Contractual Position)
Executive Director

Requirements
Tour Coordinator is a new part time contract/consultant position with Columbus Landmarks
Foundation. The Tour Coordinator will serve as the contact for volunteers, staff and the public for
the variety of tour programs created throughout the year for Columbus Landmarks. The Tour
Coordinator will work with other staff to schedule tours, create a master schedule, and work with
the Associate Director to market the various programs. Goal-oriented, engaging and motivated, the
versatile candidate we seek will have excellent organizational and time management skills and the
ability to work independently as well as work alongside our dynamic team. The Tour Coordinator
will be the staff liaison with the Board committee formed to study the future of the Tour Program.
Bachelor’s degree; marketing and technology savvy; excellent organizational skills with the ability
to pursue and communicate our vision and run an educational tour program for our visitors. Valid
Ohio Driver’s License and ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks
is an equal opportunity employer.
Tour Program Coordination
• Plan, coordinates and attend tours and special events that explore our city’s architectural
heritage
• Create a tour calendar for the year with Executive Director and Associate Director
• Create work plans for each event, handle bookkeeping, entering names and email into data
base
• Coordinate volunteers and public for the following tour programs offered yearly including
o 10 Most Endangered Sites driving tour
o Historic Neighborhood Walks
o Art Walks and Landmark Talks
o Recchie Design Award Winner tours
o Halloween Ghost Tours
o Pub Tours
o Holiday Christmas Tours in coordination with several churches
o Other tours as needed
• Assist the Special Projects Coordinator (consultant) with fundraising events as needed
Compensation: 1099 employee with annual contract of $25,000, no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Special Projects Coordinator
Executive Director

Requirements
The Special Projects Coordinator works closely with the Executive Director to produce four more
major fundraising or other events for Columbus Landmarks yearly. The Special Projects
Coordinator works closely with the Associate Director on volunteer recruitment and deployment
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during events. The incumbent is responsible for a master schedule for the year for all events and
their work plans. The incumbent must have high attention to detail, be goal oriented, high
motivation and work well with Board, staff and volunteers to produce these events. Excellent time
management and organizational skills essential. Bachelor’s degree and at least four years’
experience in event management. Must be technologically savvy. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and
ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity
employer.
Plan and execute fundraising events
• With Executive Director and Associate Director, create master calendar of all events for the
year
• Create work plans for each event
• Plan and implement the Annual James Recchie Design and Preservation Awards
• Plan and implement other events as require
Plan and execute other organizational events
• Annual membership meetings
• Buildings Reborn, Halleluiah Tour of Downtown Churches
Annual Salary: $10,000 yearly, part time 15 hours a week, no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Bookkeeper (Contractual Position)
Executive Director

Requirements
A skilled bookkeeper or accountant to manage the day to day cash flow, financial recordkeeping and
books for Columbus Landmarks. This consultant is part of a firm of CPA’s or other financial services
personnel.
Manage finances and reporting to funders
• Maintain books, working in concert with the Executive Director
• Provide training to staff on Quick books or other accounting software used by organization
• Produce monthly financial statements for the Board of Trustees, review with Treasurer
• Work with the organization’s auditor for annual audit
• Provide financial statements for grant reporting and grant close outs
• Produce financial statements and forecasts for cash flow needs
Annual fee $15,000 yearly, paid as a consultant, no medical or other benefits
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Columbus Landmarks Personnel Needs In 2022
New jobs are noted in red. Budgeting in Memo #2a reflects the thinking that several of these positions
may be implemented in the last quarter of 2021.
JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Full Time Executive Director
Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees; day to day supervisor is
the Board President

Requirements
Well-developed leadership skills and the ability to work independently, during significant change in
the organization’s trajectory as the Endangered Properties Program and the Home Preservation Loan
Fund are growing rapidly. Strong background in fundraising with an emphasis on fund development
and donor relations Strong written and verbal communication and advocacy skills with knowledge of
local, state and national funders. Knowledge of preservation. Exceptional organizational skills and
the ability to pursue and communicate a broadening vision. A minimum of seven years of experience
in leadership and preservation required. MA or MS preferred.
Serve as chief development executive for the organization
Estimated percentage of total efforts: 40%
• Develop and implement fund development strategies to support Columbus Landmarks
advocacy and program efforts
• Develop and implement a donor relations plan to include identifying, cultivating and
engaging individual, corporate and institutional funders
• Staff liaison with Development Committee
• Oversee work of Special Projects Coordinator on fundraising events
• Ensure accurate and timely maintenance of donor and membership records
• Assist the special event fundraising committees in event activities related to fund raising and
sponsorship and ensure effective execution of major events
• Identify sources of grant funding and draft grant proposals and grant reports
• Develop a marketing plan to assist in achieving maximum income potential
Serve as advocate for the organization and preservation in the community
Estimated percentage of total efforts: 10%
• Supervise Associate Director and oversee all marketing efforts
• Set direction for all advocacy efforts, coordinate with Tour Coordinator, Special Projects
Coordinator, others
Serve as chief operations officer of the organization
Estimated percentage of total efforts: 50%
• Develop and maintain processes for the effective management of the organization and its
programs
• Recommend appropriate policies and course of action to the Board of Trustees and implement
Board directives
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Develop, with the Board Finance Committee, an annual budget and ensure that monthly
financial reports are prepared
Serves as staff liaison to Executive and Personnel Committees
Recruit, hire, train and supervise all paid positions
Ensure that all administrative management functions are completed in a timely manner
Prepare materials for full Board meetings
Assist in organizing the annual meeting of the organization
Supervise Endangered Properties Fund Director, Preservation Director, Tour Program
Coordinator, and Bookkeeper

Annual Salary: $70,000 with paid vacation; no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Full Time Associate Director
Executive Director

Requirements
Associate Director who will serve as the primary marketing manager, event planner; constituent
manager and volunteer coordinator. Goal-oriented, engaging and motivated, we seek a versatile
candidate with excellent organizational and time management skills and the ability to work
independently as well as part of our dynamic team. Bachelor’s degree; marketing and technology
savvy; excellent organizational skills with the ability to pursue and communicate our vision. Valid
Ohio Driver’s License and ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks
is an equal opportunity employer.
Marketing, Volunteer and Event Planner
• Develop and implement marketing/communications plan including digital, print and social
media
• Manage website and content creation
• Maintains Constituent Relationship Manager software and related reporting
• Conducts surveys and analyzes feedback/metrics
• Recruits, coordinates, and supervises volunteers
• Establishes contacts and develops community partnerships
• Manages promotional materials including pop-up shop inventory
• Represents organization and promotes brand
• Accomplishes organization goals by accepting ownership for new and different requests
• Explores opportunities to add value to accomplishments
• Serves as staff liaison for Education, Marketing and Membership Committees
Endangered Properties Fund
• Manage marketing and PR (photographers, video, press) for all events associated with
program
• Coordinate with Endangered Properties Fund Director to gather supplies, and catering for
Cleanup and Open House work days
• Maintain and expand regional and national media list for marketing revolving fund properties
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Maintain data base for all volunteers and visitors to Cleanups and Open Houses, showing
property to visitors
Manage volunteer recruitment for any Cleanup Days and Open Houses for EPF projects,
attend all events

Home Preservation Loan Fund
• Coordinate with Preservation Services Fund Director on any marketing and PR and events for
program
• Assist the Preservation Service Fund Director with volunteer needs
Work Hours: Columbus Landmarks maintains regular office business hours (M-F, 9-5) with flexible
hours to offset before- and after-hours meetings as well as weekend tours/events that are a
responsibility of this position.
Annual Salary: $45,000 with paid vacation; no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Full Time Preservation Director
Executive Director

Requirements
Ten years minimum experience in the construction industry or the architectural or preservation
professions, registered architect preferred. Interest in and knowledge of historic preservation,
restoration and renovation practices College degree in design, architecture or preservation related
discipline. Knowledge of residential construction process, specifications, and materials. Excellent
communication skills in working with staff, clients and contractors. Sound problem solving skills to
effectively handle client questions and construction issues in the field. Valid Ohio Driver’s License
and ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity
employer.
Architectural assistance to the Endangered Properties Fund
• Make an initial visit to sites interested in EPF with committee members and EPF Director
• Prepare initial architectural assessment of property for Committee review
• For an accepted property, prepare the Rehab Agreement
• Participate in Open Houses, provide assistance to serious owners to understand rehab
agreement
• Inspect construction on a regular basis to assure that new owner is compliant with rehab
agreement, confirm with EPF Director if not compliant
• Inspect the property once completed for easement compliance
Home Preservation Loan Fund
• Oversee working relationship with Bank/CFDI on loan underwriting and servicing, provide
loan applications for their review
• Work with the Associate Director to develop marketing materials for the Home Preservation
Loan Fund and promotion of completed projects
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Write marketing materials, criteria and loan documents for use with partners as needed
Conduct individual site visits to access homeowner properties and proposed projects; help
homeowners develop a scope of work and recommend renovation priorities; provide a written
site assessment report if needed for loan evaluation by Committee
Assist borrowers with applications
Coordinate with Loan Committee to review loan projects
Write up rehab agreements and review with owner, help identify contractors to do the work
Regularly inspect construction, monitor payments to contractors and sign off on completed
work
Continue as Staff Liaison for Preservation Services Committee
Make periodic presentations to area commissions, civic associations and review boards and
other groups as needed to promote the Home Preservation Loan Fund

Home Preservation Program
• Develop, review and update all Home Preservation Program marketing materials
• Develop and conduct workshops for homeowners of older houses in a variety of areas to
inform and assist homeowners in the care and maintenance of their historic houses
• Investigate and secure program funding partners and grant opportunities for the continuation
of the program
• Coordinate with Columbus Landmarks staff, Board of Trustees, and Preservation Services
Committee; City of Columbus Historic Resources Commission; State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO); Heritage Ohio and other preservation groups
• Maintain good working relationships with area commissions, civic groups, and historic
commission review boards
• Consult with engineering, architectural, and other design professionals in both the private and
public sector to strengthen and refine program’s specifications/guidelines for
renovating/maintaining historic properties
• Meet with residents – establish and maintain strong working relationships with homeowners
in neighborhoods throughout the City
• Conduct individual site visits to access homeowner properties and proposed projects; help
homeowners develop a scope of work and recommend renovation priorities; provide a written
site assessment report if needed
• Assist homeowners with contractor selection/evaluation; review contractor bids if needed
• Maintain records of site visits on specific site evaluation forms, with photo documentation,
and on excel spreadsheets
• Make periodic presentations to area commissions, civic associations and review boards and
other groups as needed to promote the Home Preservation Program
Other organizational duties
• Continue to inspect easement properties yearly
Annual Salary: $50,000 with paid vacation; 40 hours per week – may fluctuate depending on
individual project needs; no medical or other benefits
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JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Preservation Services Assistant
Preservation Director

Requirements
Three years’ experience in the construction industry or the architectural or preservation professions.
Interest in and knowledge of historic preservation, restoration and renovation practice. College
degree in design, architecture or preservation related discipline. Knowledge of residential
construction process, specifications and materials. Ability to assess historic building deterioration.
Excellent communication skills in working with staff, clients and contractors under direction of the
Director of Preservation Services. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and ability to transport tour/event
supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity employer.
Architectural assistance to the Endangered Properties Fund
• Assist Director Preservation Services with initial visit to sites interested in the EPF with
committee members and the EPF Director
• Prepare noted for initial architectural assessment of property for Committee review
• Assist Director with preparing Rehab Agreements
• Participate in Open Houses working with volunteers
• Assist Committee members with safety training for volunteers participating in Open Houses
Home Preservation Loan Fund
• Conduct individual site visits with Director to access homeowner properties and proposed
projects
• Coordinate with Loan Committee to review loan projects
• Write up rehab agreements with Director and review with owner, help identify contractors to
do the work
• Regularly inspect construction, monitor payments to contractors and sign off on completed
work
• Make periodic presentations to area commissions, civic associations and review boards and
other groups as needed to promote the Home Preservation Loan Fund
Home Preservation Program
• Assist Director to update all Home Preservation Program marketing materials
• With Director, organize workshops for homeowners of older houses in a variety of areas to
inform and assist homeowners in the care and maintenance of their historic houses
• Coordinate with Columbus Landmarks staff, Board of Trustees, and Preservation Services
Committee; City of Columbus Historic Resources Commission; State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO); Heritage Ohio and other preservation groups
• Maintain good working relationships with area commissions, civic groups, and historic
commission review boards
• Consult with engineering, architectural, and other design professionals in both the private and
public sector to strengthen and refine program’s specifications/guidelines for
renovating/maintaining historic properties
• Maintain contractor data base and updated
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Maintain records of all site visits on specific site evaluation forms, with photo documentation,
and on excel spreadsheets
Make periodic presentations to area commissions, civic associations and review boards and
other groups as needed to promote the Home Preservation Program

Annual Salary: $45,000 with paid vacation; 40 hours per week – may fluctuate depending on
individual project needs no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Full Time Endangered Properties Fund Director
Executive Director

Requirements
Ability to work independently while overseeing exponential growth of the Endangered Properties
Fund. Exceptional organizational skills and the ability to pursue and communicate a vision for the
Revolving Fund program. Ten or more years’ experience in leadership, historic preservation, real
estate, construction, architecture or allied professions. MA, MS or MBA preferred. Willing to obtain
an Ohio Commercial Real Estate Brokers License within six months of appointment. Valid Ohio
Driver’s License and ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an
equal opportunity employer.
Endangered Properties Fund
• Continually review the working of the fund, revise criteria, application forms, marketing
efforts as needed
• Make an initial visit to interested sites with committee members and Director of Preservation
Services
• Oversee Committee review of applications
• Work with Preservation Director to identify and contract with professionals to supply various
services to answer questions about the property
• Oversee work of attorney on easement agreement, and the Preservation Director for the Rehab
Agreement
• Coordinate with Committee on dates and needs for Cleanup days, coordinate with Associate
Director on volunteers, supplies and catering
• Coordinate with Committee on Open House dates and needs, coordinate with Associate
Director on volunteers, supplies, printing, PR, marketing and catering
• Serve as press liaison for Open Houses
• Conceptualize marketing effort for property, work with Associate Director on regional and
national marketing for property
• Provide assistance to serious prospects to understand rehab agreement, easement and
understand owner’s financing
• Work on Mortgagee Consent if needed for easement document
• Work with Committee on closing and placement of easement on property, host closing PR
event
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Oversee the Preservation Director’s inspection of construction on a regular basis to assure that
new owner is compliant with rehab agreement
Inspect the property once completed
Work with Associate Director on PR for completion, and any PR event

Annual Salary: $50,000 with paid vacation; 40 hours per week, no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Endangered Properties Fund Assistant
Endangered Properties Fund Director

Requirements
Ability to work independently while overseeing exponential growth of the Endangered Properties
Fund. Exceptional organizational and time management skills. Three or more years of experience in
architecture, historic preservation, real estate, construction or allied professions. Master of
Architecture, MBA or other real estate related degree. Willing to obtain an Ohio Commercial Real
Estate Brokers License within six months of appointment. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and ability to
transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity employer.
Endangered Properties Program
• Assist Director during initial visit to sites interested in EPF with committee members and
Director of Preservation Services
• Assist Director to identify and contract with professionals to supply various services to answer
questions about the property
• Be the main contact with Committee on dates and needs for Cleanup days, coordinate with
Associate Director on volunteers, supplies and catering
• Coordinate with Committee on Open House dates and needs, coordinate with Associate
Director on volunteers, supplies, printing, PR, marketing and catering
• Gather developer names for regional and national marketing for property
• Assist on Mortgagee Consent if needed for easement document
• Work with Associate Director on PR for completion, and any PR event
Annual Salary: $25,000 with paid vacation; 20 hours per week, no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Full Time Tour Coordinator
Executive Director

Requirements
Tour coordinator has now become a full-time position with Columbus Landmarks Foundation. The
tour coordinator will serve as the contact for volunteers, staff and the public for the variety of tour
programs created throughout the year for Columbus Landmarks. The Tour coordinator will work
with other staff to schedule tours, create a master schedule and work with the Associate Director to
market the various programs. The incumbent should be goal-oriented, engaging and motivated, we
seek a versatile candidate with excellent organizational and time management skills and the ability
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to work independently as well as part of our team. The tour coordinator will implement the Board
Committee’s recommendation for the tour program. Bachelor’s degree; marketing and technology
savvy; excellent organizational skills with the ability to pursue and communicate our vision and
create fun and educational tour programs for our visitors. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and ability to
transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity employer.
Tour Program Coordination
• Plan, coordinates and attend tours and special events that explore our city’s architectural
heritage
• Create a tour calendar for the year with Executive Director and Associate Director
• Create work plans for each event, handle bookkeeping, entering names and email into data
base
• Coordinate volunteers and public for the following tour programs offered yearly including
o 10 Most Endangered Sites driving tour
o Historic Neighborhood Walks
o Art Walks and Landmark Talks
o Recchie Design Award Winner tours
o Halloween Ghost Tours
o Pub Tours
o Holiday Christmas Tours in coordination with several churches
o Other tours as needed
• Assist the Special Projects Coordinator (consultant) with fundraising events as needed
Annual Salary: $45,000 yearly, 40 hours a week, no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Tour Coordinator Assistant
Tour Coordinator

Requirements
Tour Coordinator Assistant reports to the Tour Coordinator The Tour Coordinator Assistant has
primary responsibility for tracking and interacting with current volunteers. The Assistant works
with other staff and the public daily on the variety of tour programs created throughout the year for
Columbus Landmarks. The incumbent should be goal-oriented, engaging and motivated, we seek a
versatile candidate with excellent organizational and time management skills and the ability to
work independently as well as part of our team. The Assistant will provide record keeping related
to the Board Committee’s recommendation for the tour program. Bachelor’s degree; marketing and
technology savvy; excellent people and organizational skills. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and ability
to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity employer.
Tour Program Recordkeeping
• Assists the Tour Coordinator with planning all tours. Manage tours on assigned days and
weekends. Assist the Tour Coordinator with special events that explore our city’s architectural
heritage
• Create a tour calendar for the year with Executive Director and Associate Director
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•
•

•

Create work plans for each event, handle bookkeeping, entering names and email into data
base
Coordinate volunteers and public for the following tour programs offered yearly including
o 10 Most Endangered Sites driving tour
o Historic Neighborhood Walks
o Art Walks and Landmark Talks
o Recchie Design Award Winner tours
o Halloween Ghost Tours
o Pub Tours
o Holiday Christmas Tours in coordination with several churches
o Other tours as needed
Assist the Special Projects Coordinator (consultant) with fundraising events as needed

Annual Salary: $20,000 yearly, 20 hours a week, no medical or other benefits

JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Special Projects Coordinator
Executive Director

Requirements
The Special Projects Coordinator works closely with the Executive Director to produce four more
major fundraising or other events for Columbus Landmarks yearly. The Special Projects
Coordinator works closely with the Associate Director on volunteer recruitment and deployment
during events. The incumbent is responsible for a master schedule for the year for all events and
their work plans. The incumbent must have high attention to detail, be goal oriented, high
motivation and work well with Board, staff and volunteers to produce these events. Excellent time
management and organizational skills essential. Bachelor’s degree and at least four years’
experience in event management. Must be technologically savvy. Valid Ohio Driver’s License and
ability to transport tour/event supplies required. Columbus Landmarks is an equal opportunity
employer.
Plan and execute fundraising events
• With Executive Director and Associate Director, create master calendar of all events for the
year
• Create work plans for each event
• Plan and implement the Annual James Recchie Design and Preservation Awards
• Plan and implement other events as require
Plan and execute other organizational events
• Annual membership meetings
• [Uncertain of other events]
Annual Salary: $15,000 yearly, part time 20 hours a week, no medical or other benefits
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JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:

Part Time Bookkeeper (Contractual Position)
Executive Director

Requirements
A skilled bookkeeper or accountant to manage the day to day cash flow, financial recordkeeping and
books for Columbus Landmarks. This consultant is part of a firm of CPAs or other financial services
personnel.
Manage finances and reporting to funders
• Maintain financial accounts, accounting software and ledgers, working in concert with the
Executive Director
• Manage and report on Endangered Properties Program funds and Home Preservation Loan
Fund to Board and funders
• Provide training to staff on Quick books or other accounting software used by organization
• Produce monthly financial statements for the Board of Trustees, review with Treasurer
• Work with the organization’s auditor for annual audit
• Provide financial statements for grant reporting and grant close outs
• Produce financial statements and forecasts for cash flow needs
Annual fee $15,000 yearly, paid as a consultant, no medical or other benefits
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee and Preservation Services Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #3: Recommendation to Establish a Home Preservation Loan Fund

Introduction: Key Points
This memo asks the Columbus Landmarks Board to make a preliminary determination to establish a
Home Preservation Loan Fund as a part of the Columbus Landmarks Revolving Fund we are
investigating on your behalf. We are suggesting two new activities, the Endangered Properties Fund
and the Home Preservation Loan Fund.
Today, Columbus Landmarks has the funds to commit, sufficient to enable the organization to move
forward with confidence to put a Home Preservation Loan Fund in place. The benefits of establishing
a Home Preservation Loan Fund include (1) taking direct action to address the needs of selected
neighborhoods that can benefit from historic preservation; and (2) signaling to Columbus community
at large that there are needs that require greater recognition and action.
The leadership of Columbus Landmarks in establishing such a Home Preservation Loan Fund could
attract additional donations and establish a platform from which to collaborate with additional
partners and investors, such as a community-minded bank or Community Development Finance
Institute (CDFI), influencing them to learn about and respect historic preservation principles.
Background
In 2019, Columbus Landmarks Foundation received a $200,000 bequest from the Albert W. and
Bonnie R. Van Fossen Fund, through Columbus Foundation, to start a “rotating fund” (hereinafter
called the Endangered Properties Fund) to acquire threatened historic buildings for sale to
preservation-minded buyers. The attorney for Columbus Landmarks, however, has determined that
this bequest can support acquisition projects only, not homeowner loans.
In advance of our visit, we conducted fourteen interviews with Revolving Fund Committee members
and others to learn about both Columbus Landmarks programs and City programs that assist lowand moderate-income homeowners, including the land bank and the affordable housing trust fund.
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During our visit to Columbus we stopped by to see nine buildings on the Endangered Properties list
and viewed the exterior of four houses where the Home Preservation Program has provided advice
about preservation-sensitive exterior repairs.
Our interviews and visits to historic houses and neighborhoods in Columbus where the Home
Preservation Program has made a difference have convinced us that the Columbus Landmarks could
make excellent use of a companion Home Preservation Loan Program. Such a program would
broaden and deepen the organization’s engagement with owners of historic homes in specific
neighborhoods by providing much-needed financing for preservation-sensitive repairs. These are
owners who do not qualify for the City’s assistance for low-income homeowners.1
Recommendations
1. We recommend that the Columbus Landmarks Board pursue establishing a Home
Preservation Loan Fund. Unlike our companion recommendation for the Endangered
Properties Fund, which would use Dr. Van Fossen’s bequest to leverage the acquisition and
preservation of historic properties, a loan fund can require substantial capitalization. As a first
step, we suggest that Columbus Landmarks allocate up to $100,000 of the funds donated by
Dixie Sayer Miller now in the organization’s checking account and undesignated for other
uses. This step commits the Board to the beginning steps in growing a larger loan program.
2. We also recommend the Board identify one or two “pilot” or “demonstration” neighborhoods
where the Home Preservation Loan Fund would be deployed. It would be ideal if these were
low- to moderate-income minority neighborhoods. Memo #6b suggests criteria.
3. Finally, we recommend submitting a grant application to the 1772 Foundation for their
October 2020 funding round to match the Columbus Landmarks contribution. If Columbus
Landmarks maximizes its funds for the match, and if the 1772 Foundation grant application is
successful, then as much as $200,000 could be made available for low-interest, short-term,
fixed-rate homeowner loans for exterior restoration and repairs.
The initial amount needed for the Home Preservation Loan Fund would depend on the size of the
loans, the number of target neighborhoods, and the number of loans to individual owners. As the
Loan Program becomes better known, further capitalization will be needed. The initial fund of
$100,000 may supply enough funding to support up to five loans of $5,000 to $50,000 during the first
two years of the program.
The three recommendations above are first steps; with proper policies and processes in hand for the
transfer of funds, Columbus Landmarks could begin lending to homeowners very soon in its own
right. Memo #6b provides criteria and guidelines for the Home Preservation Loan Fund.

1

https://www.columbus.gov/development/housing-division/Critical-Home-Repair-Program/; portal to all of the City’s Home
Preservation Assistance programs: https://www.columbus.gov/development/housing-division/Home Preservation-Assistance/
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee, Personnel Committee, Finance Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #4: Fundraising for Revolving Fund Programs

Introduction
Columbus Landmarks Foundation is at a transformative moment. With the bequest from the Van
Fossen family to establish a long-sought acquisition revolving fund, the Endangered Properties Fund
(EPF), and our recommendation to launch the Home Preservation Loan Fund (HPLF), the Columbus
Landmarks Board must decide how to staff and fund these critical programs each year.
The Van Fossen bequest establishes the corpus of a revolving fund, but the generous $200,000
donation should not be used to pay staffing and overhead costs, else it would be exhausted in a few
years. Funds for staffing and overhead costs need to be raised every year, to maintain the corpus of
the revolving fund for real estate deals and, once the Home Preservation Loan Fund is funded,
similarly to reserve those funds for the loans themselves. Like every other revolving fund program
across the country, each year funding will be needed to hire specialized staff, cover other overhead,
and pay for real estate-related costs.
Yearly Fundraising Needed
Below is a budget for 2021, the year when both programs will be in their startup phase. In 2021, we
anticipate that there is one full time staff dedicated to the Endangered Properties Fund and one full
time staff dedicated to the Home Preservation Loan Fund. No other staff will have been hired yet.
Operating Costs
Funds will be needed for overhead and real estate costs for both programs. The current office space
can be shared or staff expected to work off-site, to save rental costs. The organization’s website will
need updates to include additional pages about both funds. We are not anticipating any costs to
establish a new corporation here. Some costs, such as printing, might be available as in-kind
donations. For the purposes of this exercise, we include all costs as cash payments.
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The EPF program will have to hire real estate/construction professionals to solve problems as an
ongoing yearly cost. These costs, at a minimum, should be included in the sale price of each building
(ideally the sale price would also incorporate all costs, including staff time and overhead). However,
the Executive Committee may conclude that selling at a loss to a particular preservation-minded
buyer makes sense. Therefore funds need to be budgeted for these professional costs every year.
Staffing Costs
Memo #2a described the initial staffing costs for the remainder of 2020 for the entire organization if
both programs are implemented at $200,000, estimated to add $12,000 to the current pre-COVID-19
staff budget of $124,000 and approximately $50,000 to a staff budget in 2021 of nearly $220,000. The
budget below shows our estimate for the costs by the end of 2021 when a full time Endangered
Properties Fund Director is working to find owners for one or more endangered properties and when
a full time Preservation Director is making low-interest loans to homeowners from the Home
Preservation Loan Fund. No assistants have been hired yet.
EPF and HPLF 2021 Budget
Expense
Amount
For Reference – 2020 actual
Staffing, pre-COVID-19 85,500
Staffing, 2020 revised
31,625
1
12,000
Staffing, 2020, EPF only
Subtotal, all 2020 staff
$129,125

No payroll taxes included in budget or other benefits

Overhead - 2021
Staffing, 2021, RF only2
Taxes, other @ 10%
Attorney retainer
Phone/internet
Local travel
Financial controls
Insurance increases
General printing
Postage/delivery
Conference/meetings
Office supplies
New computers
IT/maintenance
Website updates

See Memo #2a, 2021 actual, RF increment only
Payroll processing plus 7.65% taxes (est. 10% of 128,750)
Organizational matters, not real estate
Portion of annual costs
Visits to EPF and HPLF properties
Portion of annual costs, includes audit (bookkeeping is in staffing figure)
Estimated increase in insurance costs
Logos, brochures, folders, biz cards for both
Portion of annual costs
Preservation Partners Network meetings
Only for EPF and HPLF
Two new laptops/software (one-time cost)
Portion of annual costs
Update current web site for both programs (one-time cost)

48,875
4,888
5,000
400
250
2,000
1,000
1,200
250
2,000
500
3,000
500
1,500

Notes
See Memo #2a, 1st 9 months only of 2020
See Memo #2a; 2020 actual, last 3 months only, not incl EPF increment

1

RF increment for 2020 is the sum of the EPF Director half time for three months; plus, somewhat arbitrarily but
conservatively, raise in annual salary/fee given to the Special Projects Coordinator consultant which enables the halving
of the Executive Director’s time so that she can devote half of her time to the RF.
2
See note 1 – RF increment for 2021 is calculated against the same positions, but conservatively for the entire year 2021,
plus the EPF Director and ED will each move from half time to full time in the fourth 4th quarter, plus the Preservation
Director will see annualized compensation rise in the 4th quarter to match the annualized 2022 salaries.
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Website maintenance
Subtotal RF Overhead

500
$71,863

Portion of annual costs
Includes one-time costs of new computers and website update

Real Estate Costs
Options

20,000

Includes option payment, attorney’s fees, misc. costs such as recording,
title search
Professional reports to answer questions
Equipment rental, catering, T shirts, banners
Catering, safety equipment, printing, banners
Magazine ads, social media ads to sell buildings

EPF consultants
Clean Up costs
Open House costs
Advertising for sale
Total real estate costs
GRAND TOTAL

30,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
$65,000
$136,863

Yearly overhead and real estate costs

Further Staffing Explanation
The organization is fortunate to have two highly skilled and able staff in hand who are enthusiastic
about the two revolving funds’ ability to expand the organization’s service in preserving historic
places in Columbus and Franklin County, through both acquisitions and home preservation loans.
Becky and Susan are interested in carrying forward the startup activities as outlined in the job
descriptions in Memo #2a. Through 2021, Becky would divide her time equally between the
Executive Director position and the Endangered Properties Fund Director position, and Susan would
see her title changed to Preservation Director, anticipating her roles in both the Endangered
Properties Fund (writing rehab agreements and the architectural portions of easements) and the
Home Preservation Loan Fund that would be added to her current role in providing technical
assistance to homeowners. Both employees would see increases in their overall compensation. In
order to make more time available on the part of the Executive Director (that is, to cover tasks she
will no longer be able to undertake directly), the estimate for increased staffing costs attributable to
the Endangered Properties Fund also covers the new Tour Coordinator. We did not include the
Associate Director’s salary in the RF increment (see notes with the budget), but hiring the Associate
Director makes it possible for the Executive Director to spend half time on the Endangered Properties
Fund for the next twelve months, 10/1/2020 – 9/30/2021.
Fourth Quarter 2021 Transition to Full Time
By the end of the fourth quarter of 2021, the Executive Director will return to a full time position
(annualized in 2022 at $70,000) and the Endangered Properties Fund Director will be full time
(annualized in 2022 at $50,000; see Memo #2a). The Preservation Director will continue to be full time
(annualized in 2022 at $50,000). For budgeting purposes we have advanced these 2022 costs into the
last quarter in 2021 because we believe the EPF and the HPLF will need full time directors by then to
oversee growing programs.
Fundraising Opportunities
We believe that these two new programs will excite and energize the current members and donors of
the Columbus Landmarks Foundation. These two funds allow the organization with the means to act
to save threatened buildings and assist homeowners with low-interest loans, to make high-quality
repairs to their older homes. Following are some initial suggestions about ramping up fundraising for
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these two programs. Several approaches will have to be employed to reach the $140,000 goal for 2021
($136,863 rounded); we provide net revenue goals for each in the revenue budget below.
Announcement of Endangered Properties Fund and Challenge Grant Campaign
The Board’s announcement of the launch of the Endangered Properties Fund in Fall 2020 presents a
unique moment to ask a broad swath of supporters to contribute to this new effort. It would be ideal
if new board gifts directed towards the new programs could be bundled to create a challenge grant
opportunity to drive other donations. We are recommending that Development Committee choose a
stretch goal for this overall campaign that includes board donations.
2020 End-of-year Appeal
An end-of-year appeal might be directed towards the start of one or both programs. This broad-based
appeal should begin before Thanksgiving and be promoted heavily to supporters via social media
through New Year’s Day. Focus on new gifts to support these two transformative programs and
create a realistic goal for this campaign.
2021 End-of-year Appeal
This end-of-year appeal would be to showcase the tangible results of both funds – the dream for
which Columbus Landmarks was raising money last year has now become reality. Include handsome
photos of people at the buildings both before and after and during construction activity and videos of
the Clean Outs and Open Houses to showcase the ongoing work of both funds. This broad-based
appeal should begin before Thanksgiving and be promoted heavily to supporters via social media
until New Year’s Day.
2021 Young Friends Event
This event permits the Young Friends Group to conceive and execute a highly creative virtual/online
or in-person fundraising event to benefit the Endangered Properties Fund effort in 2021. The event
should be pitched to their peers and friends who are interested in preservation, urbanism/design, and
rehabilitation. This should become a “can’t be missed” event on the young friends social calendar.
Sponsors and Supporters/Partners
Program sponsors or supporters for the EPF and HPLF are an obvious source to tap for donations.
The real estate industry, professionals in the preservation construction industry, attorneys,
developers employing rehab tax credits, banks, and others are all excellent prospects for modest
sponsorship support each year. Those on the contractor list for the HPLF should also be solicited for
support. (These contributions should not be tied to HPLF recommendation or EPF professional
consulting. For this reason, it would be ideal if staff other than the two fund directors managed this
sponsorship program.) Sponsorships could start at the $250 level and go up to the $5,000 range
yearly. Care would be needed to assure that only new sponsors are solicited who do not already give
to Columbus Landmarks.
Hard Hat Tours
There are opportunities to showcase both the work of the HPLF and the EPF’s rescue of derelict
historic properties through hard hat tours. These can be scheduled based on construction work. For
the loan fund it would be ideal for tour participants to meet the owner (and potentially neighbors),
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have a tour of the property with a hard hat, and have some refreshments to talk about this project
and the neighborhood. These are meant to be small group tours, perhaps no more than 15 at a time,
and the ticket price should be modest. The EPF program could have several hard hat tours
throughout the construction schedule which would be far longer than the HPLF projects. These tours
are excellent showcases for curious neighbors and potential funders/supporters/sponsors.
2021 Most Endangered Sites Announcement and Campaign
In 2021 when the new list of Most Endangered Sites is announced, there could be a companion
fundraising effort to support the Endangered Properties Fund each year. This event could be a gala at
an endangered property rescued by the EPF or other creative options depending on those planning
the event. In this post-COVID-19 world, the event could be held entirely online.
2021 Home Preservation Loan Fund Farm-to-Table Dinner
This event, meant as a fundraiser, would be priced at a modest cost, to gather together long-standing
supporters of the Home Preservation Program and individuals who might want to support the HPLF
as it starts work. A program book with ads from supporters, contractors, construction industry
representatives, real estate firms, banks, etc., might be the main fundraising component for this event.
This event only works if events with attendance over 100 people are permitted and may have to wait
for a post-COVID-19 moment.
Major Donors and Foundation/Corporation Prospect Research
Columbus Landmarks already has made inroads with major donors to support programs of the
organization. Development Committee members should review the existing major donor, corporate,
and foundation list with staff to identify any likely suspects who might be more interested in
supporting these two new revolving funds. Foundations may not be so interested in paying for the
annual overhead costs, but maybe the pitch can include applying a percentage of their gift to the
corpus of the Home Preservation Loan Fund or Endangered Properties Fund toward yearly operating
costs for the fund.
“Friend Raising”
Some of the kinds of activities suggested above for Columbus Landmarks may not be appropriate for
the families in the minority neighborhoods that are to be served by the Home Preservation Loan
Fund or which might benefit from some of the rescues envisioned for the Endangered Properties
Fund. Yet, these are constituents who may have much to give in terms of interest, relationshipbuilding, volunteer time, and other benefits that lift up community-based nonprofit action. We
suggest considering partnering with other service organizations, including churches, involved in the
neighborhoods selected by Columbus Landmarks for the HPLF, to conduct joint fundraising
activities and just plain family fun events. Fundraising by Columbus Landmarks directly in these
neighborhoods should be carefully done to benefit the neighborhoods foremost, with revenues
shared with local partners. Grassroots fundraising and simple community events, though not
lucrative in a strictly financial sense, is important in terms of the networking and word-of-mouth
activity needed to build trust, develop relationships, support emerging organizations, and encourage
homeowner projects. The HPLF should be positioned as a community activity, not a helping hand by
outsiders.
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Below are suggested net revenue goals for each of the prospects noted above.
Potential Revenue Sources, 2020 and 2021
Source
Amount
2020 Challenge Grant Campaign
50,000
2020 End-of-Year Appeal
15,000
2021 End-of-Year Appeal
18,000
Sponsors and Supporters/Partners 20,000
2021 EPF Campaign
35,000
2021 Young Friends Fundraiser
15,000
2021 Hard Hat Tours, HPLF
2,500
2021 Hard Hat Tours, EPF
4,500
2021 HLF Farm to Table
15,000
Major donor/grant prospects
50,000
Total
$225,000

Notes
Board gifts, members, supporters
Online solicitations
Online solicitations
Contractors, real estate professionals
Gala or party to announce EPF/virtual fundraising
Creative, online/virtual or in-person event
Small tours at homes (low ticket costs)
Small tours as work progresses (higher ticket costs)
Event ticket sales, program book ads
Individual solicitations, grant apps

Other Fundraising Ideas
Crowd Funding Campaign
Crowd funding might be worth exploring for its possibilities to engage new people in the work of the
Columbus Landmarks, especially if related to one or both of these funds. We suggest asking the
Preservation Partners Network if any have used this fundraising method, and get their assessment of
its usefulness, what platform they used, fees, and how they pitched their program to supporters. This
might work particularly well for individual EPF projects.
Further Discussions with Columbus Foundation
We participated in a Zoom call with representatives from the Columbus Foundation on July 27, 2020.
While there was no obvious new fund to tap there, it would be wise to have regular conversations
about the new EPF and HPLF as these programs are launched. Perhaps after one or two successes are
demonstrated, the foundation and its individual donor-advised funds might be more interested in
helping to further the goals of one or both programs.
Conclusion
Columbus Landmarks Foundation is a mature organization, a well-run, well-financed nonprofit
corporation, focusing on historic preservation and design excellence. The enthusiasm about having
money in hand to actually save historic buildings is palpable. We believe that the organization is ripe
for this challenge, and fully capable of raising the funds necessary to make a highly visible difference
for threatened historic buildings in Columbus and Franklin County. We expect great things from the
highly able Board, staff, and volunteers.
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee, Personnel Committee, Finance Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #5: Table of Contents, Landmarks Dropbox, Files Collected on Revolving
Funds/Websites Consulted

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jmt7on7uxowii3l/AACcq5t78MpaC0LQAuR1krFpa?dl=0
Above is the link to 130 files contained in the folders listed below.
Table of Contents
Acquisition Loans
Files
Maine Preservation Historic Preservation Revolving Fund
Historic Athens GA Revolving Fund
Georgia Trust, Revolving Fund PPT
Preservation Alliance of West Virginia Loan Fund Guidelines
Preservation Alliance of West Virginia Historic Preservation Loan Fund
Gifts of Heritage Building Donations
Files
Michigan Historic Preservation Network Gifts of Heritage Guidelines 2017
Knox Heritage Property Donation Application
New Jersey Historic Trust building donation program
New Jersey Historic Trust A Legacies Case Study Lyric Hall NJ
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Intervention Funds (Michigan)
Files
Michigan Historic Preservation Network Intervention Fund information
Michigan Historic Preservation Network Intervention Fund Loans Application
Michigan Historic Preservation Network Loan Information
Job Descriptions, Revolving Funds
Files
Wilmington NC Executive Director job description
Nevada Preservation Foundation Executive Director Job Description
Perpetual Easements
Subfolders:
About easements
Files
New Jersey Administrative Code enabling legislation, New Jersey Historic Trust
Easement Program
New Jersey Historic Trust Perpetual Easements
Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation Easements
Easement application forms
Files
Knox Heritage Easement application form
New Jersey Historic Trust easement application
Easement fee schedule
File
New Jersey Historic Trust fee schedule
Easement homeowner guidance
File
L’Enfant Trust Washington DC Property Owner Guide
Frequently asked questions, brochures
Files
Historic Nashville Frequently Asked Questions
Knox Heritage easement information
New Jersey Historic Trust perpetual easement brochure
Historic New England Preservation Easement Program
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Request for changes forms
Files
Utah Heritage Foundation Alteration Review Process
Historic New England Request for Project Approval
L’Enfant Trust Change for Guidelines
L’Enfant Trust Program Support
Sample easement documents
Files
Town of Hingham Massachusetts Easement Document
Preservation Buffalo Niagara NY Easement Document
Preservation North Carolina Sample Easement Agreement
What are easements?
Files
Maryland Historic Trust 2018 Easement Report
National Park Service Easements to Protect Historic Properties
National Trust for Historic Preservation, Preservation Easements information
Predevelopment funds
File
Michigan Historic Preservation Network, Predevelopment Loan Application
Rehab Agreements, Samples
Files
Cleveland Restoration Bid Specifications general
Cleveland Restoration Hiring a Contractor
Cleveland Restoration Contractor Best Practices
Cleveland Restoration Escrow Procedure 2010
Cleveland Restoration Additions
L’Enfant Trust Paint Colors
Preservation North Carolina Sample Rehab Agreement
Revolving Fund Loan Funds, Applications and Guidelines
Subfolders
About Revolving Funds from Websites
Files
Galveston Historical Foundation Revolving Fund
Historic Macon Foundation About Loan Funds
Historic Macon Foundation Low Interest Loans
Historic Nashville Revolving Fund
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Knox Heritage Revolving Fund
New Jersey Historic Trust Historic Preservation Revolving Loan Fund
New York Landmarks Conservancy Historic Properties Fund
Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation LLC Loan fund
Preservation Buffalo Niagara Preservation Loan Fund
Preservation Delaware Short Term Loans
Preservation Virginia Revolving Fund
Providence Preservation Society Revolving Fun
The Georgia Trust about Revolving Funds
Application Forms, Revolving Funds
Subfolders
Application Forms and Guidelines Revolving Funds
Application Forms Revolving Fund
Homeowner Loans Forms Application Forms
Files
Preservation Delaware Loan Fund application
Preservation Utah Revolving Fund application form
Providence RI Revolving Fund application form
Not Homeowner Loans Application Forms
Files
New York Landmarks Conservancy application form
Preservation Alliance of West Virginia application form
Providence RI Corridor Micro Business application form
Homeowner Loan Funds Information About
Files
Cleveland Restoration about Heritage Home Program
Macon GA Knight Neighborhood Challenge info
Cleveland Loan details
Cleveland Quality for a Loan
Delaware Historic Preservation Short Term Loan
Preservation Utah Revolving Fund Loan Program
Nonprofit or Downtown Loans
Files
Macon GA Downtown Loans
New Jersey Historic Trust Loans
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Frequently asked questions & brochures about revolving funds
Files
Cleveland Heritage Home Program Brochure
Preservation Alliance for West Virginia brochure
Providence RI Revolving Fund brochure
Cleveland Restoration Society Add to Contractor list form
Providence FAQ Business Micro Grants brochure
Dubuque Iowa Revolving Fund brochure
Preservation Alliance of West Virginia brochure
Properties for sale from revolving funds
File
Historic Savannah Foundation for sale pages
National Trust for Historic Preservation revolving fund information
Files
Forum Journal & Forum Focus Preservation Revolving Funds
Forum News Preservation Revolving Funds
Term Easements
Files
New Jersey Historic Trust Term Easements
New Jersey Historic Trust Annual Report for easement
New Jersey Historic Trust Easement Maintenance Report
New Jersey Historic Trust Work Approval Forms
Organizational web sites reviewed for sample documents for
Columbus Landmarks Foundation
Dropbox Folders, September 25, 2020
1. Cleveland OH Restoration Society
2. Dubuque Iowa Revolving Fund
3. Hingham Historical Commission MA
4. Historic Athens GA
5. Historic Charleston Foundation
6. Historic Galveston TX
7. Historic Macon GA
8. Historic Nashville TN
9. Historic New England
10. Historic Savannah Foundation
11. Historic Wilmington NC
12. Knox Heritage TN
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13. L’Enfant Trust Washington DC
14. Maryland Historic Trust
15. Michigan Historic Preservation Network
16. National Park Service
17. National Trust for Historic Preservation
18. Nevada Preservation Foundation
19. New York City Landmarks Conservancy
20. New Jersey Historic Trust
21. Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation
22. Preservation Alliance for West Virginia
23. Preservation Buffalo Niagara
24. Preservation Delaware
25. Preservation Maine
26. Preservation North Carolina
27. Preservation Virginia
28. Preservation Utah
29. Providence RI Revolving Fund
30. Raleigh NC Historic Preservation Commission
31. The Georgia Trust
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #6a: Criteria for Action: Endangered Properties Fund

The Endangered Properties Fund (EPF) is an acquisition revolving fund designed to permit
Columbus Landmarks Foundation to identify preservation-minded buyers for vacant or
underutilized historic commercial properties in Columbus or Franklin County, Ohio.
This checklist provides criteria to help the Executive Committee to evaluate when it should intervene
on behalf of an historic property by donation, option, or other means; the decision-making process is
described further in Memo #7. Below are five questions used by other revolving fund programs
across the country along with eligibility statements.
Each building should be reviewed against the following criteria and meet at least one statement per
question to be considered for intervention and transformation.
1.
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Is the property endangered?
Is the property threatened with demolition now?
Is there active owner intent to demolish or adversely alter the property?
Is the property in imminently dangerous condition for safety reasons according to city
officials?
Is the property threatened due to planning or zoning changes or anticipated changes?
Is the land value higher than the value of the building itself?
Can the lot be subdivided under current zoning?
Without intervention by the EPF would this building be lost?
Are there any other parties able to step in to save this building?
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2. Is the property significant?
ü Is the property currently listed in the National Register, either individually or as a
contributing building to a National Register Historic District?
ü Has the Ohio SHPO provided a letter of determination for eligibility for listing this property
in the National Register?
ü Is the property individually listed as a local landmark?
ü Is the property a contributing property in a local historic district?
ü Does the building have a survey card in Ohio SHPO office?
ü What is the likelihood this building can be determined eligible for the National Register or
local landmarking?
ü Is the property on the current or a past Columbus Landmarks Endangered or Watch List?
ü Is the property associated with the Green Book, or other significant African American
individuals, events, or places in Columbus or Franklin County?
ü Is this a specific building type or design, with historical significance, that merits consideration?
ü Does this building possess historical or cultural associations that merit its consideration even if
for reasons of integrity or otherwise it is not eligible for the usual kinds of preservation
recognition?
3. Can the property be bought?
ü Is the owner willing to sell, donate, or option the property?
ü If not, can the local regulatory controls (building maintenance codes, demolition by neglect) be
pursued to convince the owner to sell?
ü Is the property in reasonable condition?
ü Is the property overpriced given its location or condition?
4. Can the property be sold?
ü Can this property be sold to a preservation-minded buyer who can profit from its
development?
ü Is the undesirable location of a property or its surrounding environment diminishing the
prospect of a sale?
ü Is the project highly visible to the public?
ü How much time and money are needed to stabilize the building for sale?
ü What are the key concerns that are preventing this building from being sold?
o Are factors such as termite damage, asbestos, structural damage, a leaky roof, open
windows, or deficient systems preventing a sale?
o Are there liens, title problems, or mortgages that need to be settled before a sale?
ü Can the building be optioned and cleaned out with studies completed and a rehab agreement
and restrictive covenant developed quickly enough for it to be marketed before the option
runs out?
ü Is funding available immediately or soon enough to pay for studies needed before the sale?
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5.
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Are there other considerations in determining whether to take on this particular project?
Will this sale lead to other sales or spin-offs on the street, or in the neighborhood?
Does the community want to see this building saved?
Is there a particular use or user for the building if it were to be saved?
Are there local volunteers who will help with clean-out and showing the property?
There may be other considerations particular to the property and its surroundings that should
be deliberated.

The Executive Committee may also take into consideration the following factors before committing to
a particular commercial property for intervention and transformation.
•
•
•
•

Will this project build or enhance skills of the staff and/or the board?
Is this project a model for others to use locally and regionally?
Will the board limit its risk and commit only a certain percentage of the funds available to the
EPF for this particular project?
Will there be enough money remaining in the fund to deal with losses or other expenses for
other projects in the next six months?
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee and Preservation Services Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #6b: Criteria and Terms for the Home Preservation Loan Fund

Introduction
The following document is recommended for further development as a handout about the Home
Preservation Loan Fund for prospective homeowners. Several decisions remain to be made, shown here as
[TBD]: which participating neighborhoods in which to focus the program; the interest rate (3%?); and
whether (and how) to permit the homeowner’s own labor (sweat equity) as a part of the project budget
and thus the loan qualification. Documents are attached that present ways that selected programs inform
the public and prospective participants about their terms and conditions, including one sample application
form.
The Home Preservation Loan Fund of the Columbus Landmarks Foundation
Columbus Landmarks Foundation’s Home Preservation Loan Fund is a revolving loan fund offering lowinterest, short-term, fixed-rate home equity loans to homeowners in Columbus and Franklin County who
are interested in renovating or restoring the exterior of their homes.
Eligibility Criteria
ü Is your home located in Columbus or Franklin County Ohio?
ü Is your home located in one of the pilot or demonstration neighborhoods [TBD]?
ü Is your house at least 50 years old?
ü Is the property zoned residential?
ü Is the property owner occupied?
ü Is this your primary residence?
ü Are the property taxes current?
ü Is there more than one existing lien on the property? (The property may have a first or second lien
(mortgage) on the property, but it cannot have a third.)
ü Is homeowner’s insurance in place for the property?
ü Is there equity in the home?
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o The loan amount is based on the available equity in your home and tailored to the project
scope. The Home Preservation Loan Fund committee will use an after-rehab appraisal and
base equity on the projected value of the house after the rehab project is complete.
o After-rehab value of home times 85% LTV (loan-to-value) equals maximum available for a
loan. The LTV is determined by our lending standards; generally we expect total lending on
the property not to exceed more than 85% of the property’s after-rehab value.
o Equity is maximum available equity. Existing Mortgage balance(s) minus Available Equity
for loan.
o Example: $100,000 after-rehab value x 85% LTV equals $85,000 Max; Available Equity
$85,000 minus $50,000 First Mortgage balance equals $35,000 Available equity for loan.
ü Does your project qualify? First priority will be given to repairs to the exterior seen from the public
right of way and the following building systems:
o Roof repair and replacement, electrical, plumbing and HVAC repair or replacement, wood or
shingle siding repair or replacement, masonry repair, window repair and replacement, and
accessibility improvements.
Your project cannot involve:
Applicant’s own labor (sweat equity) [TBD]
Interior improvements other than electrical, plumbing or HVAC repair or replacement
New or repair of vinyl siding
Installation of vinyl windows
New decks and patios
Garages
Additions
Landscaping, unless involved in accessibility improvements
Program Guidelines
• All repairs must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties unless the Review Committee determines that nonconformance with the Standards is in
the best interest of the project according to committee guidelines.
• Loans amounts are available from $5,000 to $50,000.
• X% interest rate [TBD]
• Loan term of one to five years depending on the project and loan size. The Review Committee will
make a determination on the term of the loan.
• Application fee of $50 for a credit report paid with completed loan application.
• Work must be initiated within three (3) months and completed in the appropriate number of
months as determined by the Review Committee.
• A project sign is required and must be 18” x 24”’ in size and placed in the front window of the
property for the duration of the construction period advertising the Home Preservation Loan Fund.
• Construction work cannot begin, nor materials ordered until the loan is closed. Any work or
purchase made before closing cannot be covered by the loan.
• Contractors must be licensed and submit their insurance certificates to Columbus Landmarks.
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•

Homeowners may be permitted to apply for a second loan if they have successfully completed
work on their first loan with Columbus Landmarks.

Technical Assistance Available
The staff of the Loan Fund will work with each individual property owner to create a loan fund project
that meets the owner’s needs and the fund requirements. The staff will assist the owner throughout the
loan agreement.
• Identify priority repairs—The Loan Fund staff will assist you in prioritizing repairs on your
property to assure that the property is watertight and that the project will meet the local building
and fire codes and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
• Prepare Rehab Agreement—The Loan Fund staff will write up a rehab agreement for the agreedupon project with the owner.
• Review of owner’s application—The Loan Fund staff will work with you to make sure your
application is complete so that it is ready for the Review Committee.
• Arrange site visit—The Loan Fund staff will arrange for the Review Committee to visit the
property and see the building and discuss the repairs prior to making a decision on the loan
application.
• Review bids, owner to execute contract—The Loan Fund staff will help identify licensed
contractors and review bids by contractors, and the owner will sign contracts with contractors.
• Advise about building permits—The Loan Fund staff will advise the owner about all required
permits including building, flood plain, construction, fire, life-safety, zoning, subdivision, historic
preservation, etc., that need to be obtained by the owner before work can begin. Contractors must
obtain and post the permits for the project and supply them to Columbus Landmarks.
• Assist with other approvals—The Loan Fund staff will work with you to get your approvals
through the Historic Resources Commission of the City of Columbus if your property is within a
local historic district.
• Regularly monitor contractor’s work—The Loan Fund staff will regularly review the work
undertaken by the contractor to enable them to be paid for work.
• Assist with final approvals—The Loan Fund staff will advise about the need for copies of
payments to contractors, permitting agencies, and professional designers (if needed) to be
submitted to the Columbus Landmarks at the time that the borrower makes a request for final
payment.
• Workshops—Columbus Landmarks will offer workshops from time to time for borrowers and
potential borrowers. For potential borrowers, participation may assist borrowers in improving their
project plans and thus their loan application.
• Tool Library—a Columbus Landmarks-sponsored membership in the Tool Library will be made
available to all borrowers during the term of their loan.
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Security and Security Position
• The loan will be evidenced by a Promissory Note and will be secured by a Security Deed on the
property.
• The Promissory Note is not assignable or transferable by the Borrower. If the Borrower sells or
otherwise disposes of title to the subject property, the full amount of the unpaid balance shall be
due and payable upon the closing of the sale.
Repayment Terms
• Loans will be fully amortized and payable in equal consecutive monthly installments.
• The loan term will be decided by the Review Committee based on the amount of the loan. Loans of
$5,000 will have a 12-month term. Loans of $10,000 will have a 24-month term. Loans of $50,000 will
have a 60-month term. The Review Committee will determine the loan term.
• Note will be in default if construction is not complete within the loan term.
• Payments will begin on the first (1st) day of the month following the date of the Note (loan closing
date).
• Monthly payments must be paid on or before the first (1st) day of every month until the full
amount of the loan is paid.
• A late fee of $25.00 will be charged if payment is not received by the first of the month. If a loan
payment fails to clear the bank, a bounced check fee of $35.00 will also be charged.
• Should the Borrower fail to make the monthly payments on or before the tenth (10th) day of any
month, the Note shall be in default and Columbus Landmarks Foundation may declare the unpaid
principal balance immediately due and payable and will have such other rights and remedies as
may be available according to the laws of the State of Ohio including the right to foreclose on the
property.
• Applicants are expected to become members of Columbus Landmarks at $[XX] once their loan
application is approved and retain their membership throughout the loan period.
Application Process
• Applications are accepted year-round by submitting the completed application to Columbus
Landmarks Foundation Home Preservation Loan Fund, 61 Jefferson Street, Columbus OH 43215
• To ensure that your application is reviewed the following month, please submit a completed
application by the last business day of each month.
Loan Decision Making
• Current Columbus Landmarks Board and staff members are not permitted to apply for a Home
Preservation Loan.
• A completed application including all the financial information required, and a $50.00 check for
credit report is submitted by the applicant after review by the Loan Fund staff.
• The Review Committee makes a site visit within 10 days. Review Committee members include
community leaders, architects, developers, and urban planners.
• The Review Committee makes its decision to accept or reject the loan application in the form of a
recommendation to the Columbus Landmarks Executive Committee
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•

•

•
•

The Columbus Landmarks Executive Committee includes the four officers and chairs of the six
standing Columbus Landmarks committees, and it meets bimonthly. Executive Committee
members consist of community leaders, architects, developers, engineers, and historians. If a
meeting is not already scheduled for that month, a special meeting will be called within ten (10)
days of receiving the Review Committee’s recommendation on the applicant’s loan application.
The Review Committee’s recommendation is reviewed by the Columbus Landmarks Executive
Committee, and they make the final decision on the size of the loan and loan term.
o The applicant is notified in writing within two (2) days of decision of the Executive
Committee.
Generally speaking Columbus Landmarks expects to render a decision on a loan in not more than
45 days but borrowers are advised the decision can take more time.
If accepted, the loan agreement is prepared, along with the final rehab agreement, the Promissory
Note, and Security Deed.

Disbursement of Loan Proceeds
• Loan funds will be disbursed in three equal increments as follows:
• One-third (1/3) of the loan amount will be disbursed at loan closing pending the receipt of a signed
contract for the work to commence.
• One-third (1/3) of the loan amount will be disbursed after inspection by Columbus Landmarks
Foundation after one-half (1/2) of the work is completed.
• One-third (1/3) of the loan amount will be disbursed after inspection by Columbus Landmarks
Foundation after completion of the work.
Attached:
Sample application forms from Providence RI, Historic Macon GA
FAQ from Cleveland, Providence RI
Brochure: Preservation Alliance of West Virginia
Loan escrow/disbursement: Cleveland
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SECTION 2: APPLICATION AND CHECKLIST
I (we) hereby apply for a loan in the amount of $5,000
improving the building located at

or $10,000
(check one) for the purpose of
(address) in Macon, Georgia.

I (we) certify that: (please check)
All requirements in the “Guidelines” are met (Section 1)
The Application is true and complete (Section 2)
A complete work write-up is attached (Section 3)
A completed credit application is attached (Section 4)
The property is within the College Hill district (Section 5)
The applicant can complete the work in 90 days
All proposed work is eligible for this loan program
The owner will contribute a 20% match towards this loan
Construction has not started
I/we am/are current members of Historic Macon Foundation
(If not, membership fee of $85.00 is required.)
I (we) certify that the following required documentation is attached in addition to a complete and
signed application: (please check)
Evidence of clear title (property ownership) is attached
Income verification (i.e. tax return) is attached
Application fee of $50 attached
Membership fee of $85 attached (if not current member)
We are prepared to close the loan and work can begin upon loan closing on or after
(date)
and be completed not later than ninety (90) calendar days thereafter. The work to be performed is as follows:

All materials will be good quality, securely fastened and all work will be performed in a good, workmanlike
manner befitting the quality of the College Hill district.
Loan proceeds may be drawn upon satisfactory completion of the work or as permitted by paragraph VII of
the “Guidelines and Requirements”.
The Loan Application signed by the owner on
_ (date) and approved by the Historic Macon
Foundation Loan Review Committee on
(date) and the promissory note and security deed
signed by the owner on
(date) and the “Work Write-Up” form signed by the owner and
certified by the contractor on
(date) and
(date) and the “Guidelines and
Requirements” form signed by the owner on
(date) constitute the entire agreement between
the parties.

/
Applicant’s Signature

/
Date

Co-Applicant’s Signature
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SECTION 3: WORK WRITE-UP

Typically, this section is printed, completed and signed by the contractor. Applicant can also attach a copy of any work proposals
provided by contractor.

Property Location:
Applicant’s Name:
Applicant’s Email Address:
Daytime Phone:

(contractor)

Write-up Prepared by :
Preparer’s Daytime Phone:

TOTAL: $
*Owner may not be reimbursed for sweat equity.
CERTIFICATE
I certify that the amount shown as “TOTAL” above is the full cost of the work to be done by me.
/
Signed by Contractor

Date
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SECTION 4: CREDIT APPLICATION
APPLICANT INFORMATION

Name:
Date of birth:
Current address:
City:
Own

Rent

Previous address:
City:
Owned

Rented

SSN:

Phone:

State:
Monthly payment or rent:

ZIP Code:

State:
Monthly payment or rent:

ZIP Code:

How long?

How long?

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

Current employer:
Employer address:
Phone:
E-mail:
City:
State:
Position:
Hourly
Salary
Previous employer:
Address:
Phone:
E-mail:
City:
State:
Position:
Hourly
Salary
Name of a relative not residing with you:
Address:
City:
State:
Relationship:

How long?
Fax:
ZIP Code:
Annual income:
How long?
Fax:
ZIP Code:
Annual income:
Phone:
ZIP Code:

CO-APPLICANT INFORMATION, IF FOR A JOINT ACCOUNT

Name:
Date of birth:
Current address:
City:
Own

Rent

Previous address:
City:

SSN:

Phone:

State:
Monthly payment or rent:

ZIP Code:

State:

ZIP Code:

How long?
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Monthly payment or rent:
Owned

How long?

Rented
CO-APPLICANT EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

Current employer:
Employer address:
Phone:
City:
Position:
Previous employer:
Address:
Phone:
City:
Position:

E-mail:
State:
Hourly

E-mail:
State:
Hourly

Salary

How long?
Fax:
ZIP Code:
Annual income:

Salary

Fax:
ZIP Code:
Annual income:

APPLICATION INFORMATION CONTINUED

Name of a relative not residing with you:
Address:
City:
State:
Relationship:

Phone:
ZIP Code:

CREDIT CARDS

Name

Account no.

Current
balance

Monthly payment

Balance

Monthly payment

MORTGAGE COMPANY

Account no.:

Address:
AUTO LOANS

Auto loans

Account no.

OTHER LOANS, DEBTS, OR OBLIGATIONS

Description

Account no.

Amount
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OTHER ASSETS OR SOURCES OF INCOME

Description

Amount per month or value

I authorize Historic Macon Foundation to verify the information provided on this form as to my credit and employment history.
I am aware that Historic Macon Foundation will pull any credit history one week prior to monthly Loan Review Committees and that I will notify
them immediately if I want to cancel or postpone my application.

Signature of applicant

Date

Signature of co-applicant, if for joint account

Date
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SECTION 5: ELIGIBLE AREAS
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SECTION 6: REVIEW CRITERIA (FOR OFFICE USE ONLY)
Applicant:

Date received:

Property Address:

Loan request:

The following documentation has been received from applicant:
We received a complete application
Evidence of clear title (property ownership) is attached
Income verification is included
Applicant has membership in Historic Macon Foundation
Application fee of $50 received

The application meets the following eligibility requirements:
The subject property is within the College Hill district
A complete work write-up is attached
The cost of the work is reasonable
All requirements in the “Guidelines” section are met
A completed credit application is attached
The amount of work can be completed in 90 days
All proposed work is eligible for this loan program
The owner can contribute a 20% match towards this loan
Construction has not started
All application materials are signed and dated
Debt-to-income ratio after new debt service
Verify credit application by checking the following reports:
Equifax
Chapter 7 and/or 13 judgments
Other federal debt or judgments
Employment verification report
Initial physical inspection of property completed by:

HMF representative

/

Date

Notes:
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PROVIDENCE REVOLVING FUND
372 West Fountain Street, Providence, Rhode Island 02903
401-272-2760 (phone); 401-273-9190 (fax)
Equal Housing Opportunity Lender
PART 1. PROPERTY INFORMATION
Owner (list all names on deed):

Property Address:

# Residential Units:

# Commercial Units:

Plat #:

Year Acquired:

Lot #:

Work Required:

Purchase Price:

Date of last Appraisal:

Assessed Value:
Mortgages:
1st Amount:

Appraised Value:
Term in years:

Interest Rate:

Adj. Or Fixed Rate?

2nd Amount:

Term in years:

Interest Rate:

Adj. Or Fixed Rate?

Rental Unit
Monthly Rent

#1

#2

Loan Amount Requested:

#3

#4
Amount of Owner's $$ Contribution to Project:

# Bedrooms
Occupied?
Family Size

PART 2. APPLICANT INFORMATION

CO-APPLICANT

Applicant's Name:

Co-Applicant's Name:

Present Address:

Present Address:

Years at this Address:

Years at this Address:

Social Security Number:

Social Security Number:

Date of Birth:

Date of Birth:

Home Phone:

Home Phone:

Cell Phone:
Business Phone:

Cell Phone:
Business Phone:

Email Address:

Email Address:

PART 3. EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

CO-APPLICANT

Name of Employer

Self Employ?

Address of Employer

Name of Employer

Self Employ?

Address of Employer

Position/Title/Type of Business

# Years

Position/Title/Type of Business

# Years

PART 4. FEDERAL TAX RETURN
Tax Year:

Gross Income:

Adjusted Gross Income:

Is the rental income from this property claimed on this tax return?

Attach a signed copy of your most recent Federal Tax Return as verification.
PART 5. MONTHLY INCOME AND COMBINED HOUSING EXPENSE INFORMATION
Gross Monthly Income

Applicant

CoApplicant

Total

Monthly Housing Expenses

Employment Income

$

$

$

First Mortgage (P&I)

Dividends/Interest

Other Financing (P&I)

Net Rental Income

Hazard Insurance

Other

$

Real Estate Taxes

Total Monthly Income

$

$

$

Total Housing Expenses

$

PART 6. OPERATING PROFORMA FOR A COMMERCIAL PROPERTY LOAN
Attach proforma showing rental income and expenses for property to be renovated. Include mortgage expenses, insurance, taxes,
maintenance management, etc.

PART 7. ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
This Statement and any applicable supporting schedules may be completed jointly by both married and unmarried Co-Applicants if their
assets and liabilities are sufficiently joined so that the Statement can be meaningfully and fairly presented on a combined basis;
otherwise, separate Statements and Schedules are required.

ASSETS

VALUE

Cash

$

LIABILITIES

Checking & Savings Accounts

Credit Cards

Other Investments (stocks, bonds, CD)

Personal Loans, Student Loans

Real Estate Owned (address)

Real Estate Loans

Automobiles owned (make & year)

Automobile Loans

Net Worth of Businesses Owned:

Business Loans

Other Assets

Other Liabilities

TOTAL ASSETS

$

TOTAL LIABILITIES

Monthly
Payment
$

Unpaid
Balance
$

$

$

The undersigned hereby agree that the information provided above is correct, and give the lender the right to verify
any information contained in the application and to request a credit report.
Include required attachments from Parts 4 and 6.
Applicant

Date

Co-Applicant

Date

Loan Funds Escrow Procedure
The bank requires the loan funds to be held in a CRS escrow account and released upon project progress and/or
completion. For progress payments, CRS will hold a 10% retainer on labor.
1) Homeowner and/or Contractor provide to CRS:
a. Final project bid from Contractor.
i. Including allowances if needed
b. Final and comprehensive plans if project requires plans.
i. It is recommended that the Contractor get any needed building permits from the Building
Department as early as possible to ensure that work being done is in compliance with City Code.
2) Escrow/construction contracts will be written by CRS, which will also include:
a. Attached plans and bids from contractor.
b. CRS construction specifications for exterior work included in the project scope.
3) Escrow/construction contracts are to be signed in the following order:
a. Contracts are reviewed and signed by homeowner.
b. Homeowner provides contracts to Contractor to be reviewed and signed.
c. Contractor contacts CRS to arrange drop off/pick up of documents.
d. Documents should not be mailed between parties at this point. CRS can assist with the passing of the
documents if needed.
4) Loan funds are deposited into the escrow account.
a. CRS holds the loan funds in escrow and will be the escrow agent.
5) CRS will sign the escrow contracts, including the Proceed Order, activating them and allowing work to begin.
a. Copies of documents will be mailed to each party for file.
6) Work can begin.
a. It is required that all needed Building Permits are obtained by Contractor before work begins to ensure
compliance.
b. Copies of permits must be provided to CRS.
7) In order to pay the Contractor, all appropriate and required building permits and inspections must have been
done, with documentation to prove compliance. Homeowner must approve invoicing via email, indicating the
work that the Contractor is being paid for has been done and the homeowner approves of quality.
8) Example of payment schedule:
• Work begins – Contractor performs two days of demo and purchases framing materials.
• Contractor submits to Owner invoice for work and materials.
• If approved, Owner emails approval to cut the check to CRS/HHP staff member.
• Heritage staff submits invoice to finance for processing.
• Check is cut within five (5) business days.
v No down payments are made, but CRS can make payments at the beginning of project for materials, provided
that it is less than 50% of the total project cost
v Partial payments for work completed require a 10% retainer until final payment
v Reimbursement will be made within five (5) business days
v If the check is lost or misplaced under any circumstances, CRS will cancel the check after 10 business days and
reissue. There is a $30 bank fee to cancel and reissue a lost check, which is deducted from the escrow account.
3751 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115
(216) 426-3116 phone
hhp@heritagehomeprogram.org

(216) 426-1975 fax

7/7/2020
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Neighborhood Loan Fund and Technical Assistance
The Providence Revolving Fund offers loans and technical assistance for exterior restoration in
designated historic neighborhoods in Providence. Loans include construction specifications,
financial project management and construction monitoring by Revolving Fund staff. Loan
services are provided on a sliding fee basis, determined by the income of the applicant and/or
tenant. Cost estimates will be provided at no charge to property owners in target areas who
request them.

Neighborhood Loan Application
For more information about terms and conditions of loans and/or to be considered for a loan, an
applicant must schedule a site visit by contacting:
Kim Smith
Associate Director
401-272-2760
smith@revolvingfund.org
Providence Revolving Fund
372 West Fountain Street, Providence, RI 02903
To access the application please click on your preferred file type:
Excel File: Neighborhood Loan Application
PDF File: Neighborhood Loan Application

Eligibility Guidelines
The property must be located in an historic area targeted by the Revolving Fund, and require
exterior restoration or maintenance. These areas include:
Broadway-Armory National Register District
North Elmwood, bounded by Elmwood, Moore, Broad and Friendship Streets;
Upper South Providence, bounded by Broad, Wesleyan, Taylor, and Comstock Avenues;
South Elmwood Historic District, as funds are available.

Terms and Conditions
Loan services, including specifications and construction monitoring are provided on a sliding
fee basis, determined by the applicant and/or tenant's income. This fee may be financed
through the Providence Revolving Fund loan.

Loan Service Fee
Applicant Income

https://www.revolvingfund.org/neighborhoodloans.php
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50% of units
below 80%
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Below 80% of Median Income

Fee
Waived

Fee Waived

Between 80% and 100% of Median
$1,000
Income

Fee Waived

Over 100% of Median Income

Fee Waived

$1,500

All property owners must submit their most recent tax return. The Adjusted Gross Income
(AGI) will be used as the basis for the amount of the fee.

Owner-Occupied Structures
Loans up to $50,000 are available for exterior renovations of owner-occupied structures. Terms
are structured to meet the financial capability of the applicant. Generally, a loan will have a
term of four to eight years at 6% interest.
If the owner-occupied property has one or more rental units, the tenants will be required to fill
out an informational questionnaire for reporting to the City of Providence Department of
Planning & Development. If more than 50% of the owner's & rental units have residents with
income below 80% of median income, the loan fee will be waived.

Investment Properties
Loans for exterior renovations to non-owner-occupied structures will be considered. Typically,
loans range from $20,000 to $50,000. These loans are 8% interest construction loans with an
eighteen month term.
Tenants will be required to fill out an informational questionnaire for reporting to the City of
Providence Department of Planning & Development. If more than 50% of the rental units have
residents with income below 80% of median income, the loan fee will be waived.
All loans will be secured by a mortgage on the property or other approved collateral.
Commercial loans shall be personally guaranteed by the principal owners. Generally, total debt
shall not exceed 100% of assessed value.

Loan Evaluation Criteria
Loans will be evaluated by a Neighborhood Loan Committee and the Revolving Fund Board,
based on the following criteria:
architectural significance of property
relative condition of the property
impact that the loan will have on the surrounding area
financial or technical need for the loan
sufficient collateral to secure the loan
ability to complete the project and repay the loan
leverage of additional investment
type of financing requested and impact on the Fund
desire for Revolving Fund involvement
recommendation of the Neighborhood Steering Committee

Application Process
Upon request from the Owner, a site visit will be arranged to assess the property and determine
the scope of work. Providence Revolving Fund staff will prepare a rough cost estimate for the
owner at no charge. A loan application will be provided to the property owner.

https://www.revolvingfund.org/neighborhoodloans.php
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Upon receipt of the completed application and tax return, the Providence Revolving Fund staff
will undertake a credit check and financial analysis of the applicant and the merits of the
application will be evaluated by a loan review committee composed of neighborhood residents.
Their recommendations are presented to the Providence Revolving Fund Board for final
approval.

Loan Procedures
Upon approval of the application and acceptance of the loan terms by the applicant, Revolving
Fund staff will prepare detailed plans and specifications for the project.
The Revolving Fund staff will assist the homeowner in identifying qualified contractors and
obtaining bids from them, based on the Revolving Fund specifications.
Contracts will be signed by the owner and contractors after approval of the Providence
Revolving Fund.
A loan closing will be held at which the applicant will sign a promissory note, a mortgage,
construction loan agreement and historical easement. Documents are available for review prior
to the closing. The applicant will bear the costs of a title search, title insurance, legal and
recording fees; typically closing costs range from $300 to $500.
An inspection of work performed by the contractor will be performed by Revolving Fund staff
to ensure compliance with specifications provided.

Typical Construction Process
The Providence Revolving Fund shall be notified when work will begin.
The contractor or owner will be reimbursed for work completed in accordance with the
specifications prepared by the Revolving Fund staff, by submitting an invoice signed by the
owner indicating their approval.
The Revolving Fund staff will review the request, prepare a field report, and issue the check.
To approve payment the owner must approve the invoice with an original, faxed, or emailed
signature.
Change orders must be approved by the owner and the Revolving Fund staff prior to work. If
the change order requires additional loan funds beyond what has been approved, it will be the
owner's responsibility to request additional loan funds to be approved by the Providence
Revolving Fund Board. There is no obligation of the Providence Revolving Fund to provide
additional funds.
If the Providence Revolving Fund loan is to cover only part of the construction costs, and other
funding sources are involved, the Revolving Fund staff will, at its option, assume oversight
review of the entire project to promote coordination, quality control and sufficient funding. The
property owner will be required to pay his/her portion of the project first and the Revolving
Fund will contribute its loan funds to the project last.
At completion of construction, a final payment will be issued upon receipt of lien releases from
all contractors and suppliers.

Loan Payments
During construction, the borrower will only pay interest on the amount of funds dispersed.
Upon substantial completion, the loan will be amortized with principal and interest payments.
Because of how interest billing occurs during construction (which is based on interest incurred

https://www.revolvingfund.org/neighborhoodloans.php
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during the month prior to the payment due date) the first payment due after completion will
include the interest payment for the previous month, plus the principal and interest payment for
the current month. This is referred to as the �construction interest catch up�.

Bills will be mailed around the 20th of each month, with payments due on the first of the
following month. A late charge of 5% will be billed on all overdue accounts.

THIS DESCRIPTION OF THE LOAN PROGRAM IS INTENDED SOLELY AS A
GUIDELINE. THE ACTUAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY LOAN MAY DIFFER
FROM THIS PROGRAM. THE REVOLVING FUND RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
ESTABLISH TERMS AND CONDITIONS, AS IT MAY REQUIRE.

https://www.revolvingfund.org/neighborhoodloans.php
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION MICROLOAN FUND GUIDELINES AND REQUIREMENTS

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

PROPERTY ELIGIBILITY

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of the Historic Preservation Microloan Fund is
to enhance PAWV’s mission of historic preservation by
lending to projects that facilitate restoration activities for
endangered historic buildings and historic commercial
districts throughout West Virginia.
The loan fund provides capital, development expertise and
technical assistance to property owners who are
renovating historic buildings. The loan fund’s primary
target market is those owners who are seeking to save an
Endangered Property or those who are developing a
commercial property that, when redeveloped, will lead to
the creation or retention of jobs, new housing units, or
other heritage related commercial activity in a commercial
downtown district.
info@pawv.org

Funds must be used for the acquisition,
restoration, or redevelopment of a
building that is:
• Listed on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP);
• A contributing structure in a NRHP
district;
• Eligible to be listed on the NRHP as
determined by the State Historic
Preservation Office; or
• On the current or past list of PAWV’s
Endangered Properties.

BORROWER TYPE
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals
For profit business entities
Non-profit organizations
Municipalities
Religious Organizations

LOAN AMOUNT/TERMS
•

•
•

•

Loan amounts, $2,500 - $10,000
repayable over a 24-month term with
a 2% fixed interest rate
Available statewide
Project must adhere to Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation
Non-refundable $100 application fee

WWW.PAWV.ORG

APPLICATION PROCESS
The application process is coordinated by PAWV and involves
two parts:
1) project eligibility and budget
2) applicant financial information

PART 1 – PROJECT ELIGIBILITY AND BUDGET

Complete a PAWV Microloan Application, to include:
• Contact information for the applicant.
• Address of the subject property proposed for
rehabilitation
• Evidence that the property is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places or eligible to be listed. The
preferred documentation should originate from the WV
State Historic Preservation Office.
• Narrative description of the overall rehabilitation work
to be conducted, with an emphasis on the work being
funded by the PAWV loan request.
• Plans and specifications for PAWV funded construction
work, which is to be prepared by a licensed architect or
contractor.
• Project budget for all construction work including
sources and uses of funds.
• A description of project impact.

PART 2 – LOAN APPLICATION
The applicant will supply information for PAWV to run a credit
check. This will involve sending the following information into
PAWV for the underwriting process:
• Personal and/or company financial statements
• Financial projections to determine ability to repay loan
• Two years of tax returns, two months of bank
statements, and two recent pay stubs
• Other loans and forms of credit

info@pawv.org

ELIGIBLE EXPENSES
•

•
•

•

Pre-development expenses such as
architectural, engineering, appraisal,
conditions assessment, and tax credit
consulting for both commercial and
endangered properties
Building acquisition when all other
funds have been secured
Priority is given to construction costs
for exterior stabilization or
rehabilitation including:
o Front and secondary facades
o Foundations
o Gutters and/or roof
o Windows
o Storefronts
o Signage and awnings only as
part of an overall façade
renovation
For Endangered Properties only,
priority is given to interior or exterior
construction costs that are needed to
stabilize the building.

For assistance with the loan application,
contact PAWV at 304-345-6005 or
info@pawv.org
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FAQ – Heritage Home Program

What is the Heritage Home Program?
Visit our About Us page to learn more about our history and our services.

What is the best way to get in touch with the Heritage Home Program?
Until further notice, the Heritage Home Program will be working remotely.
If possible, please email us or submit a request here.

Will the Heritage Home Program staff do my home repairs?
The Heritage Home Program does not do any home repairs. We can provide
contractor information; however, it is the homeowner’s responsibility to call the
contractor for work to be done.

Does the Heritage Home Program act as General Contractor on my project?
No.
The Heritage Home Program is not a general contractor, nor do we have any on
staff. We can provide you with contact information for general contractors, or
you may be your own general contractor.
https://www.heritagehomeprogram.org/faq/
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What is the best way to get in touch with someone from the Heritage Home
Program?
Until further notice, the Heritage Home Program staff will be working remotely.
You can contact us here, or email hhp@heritagehomeprogram.org.

Is the Heritage Home Program available in my city or ward?
The Heritage Home Program is offered in many cities throughout
Cuyahoga County as well as certain cities outside the county. Please
check our current list of Participating Communities to see if your city or
ward is a part of our program.

How do I add my community to the Heritage Home Program?
The best way to add your community to our program is to speak to your local
government!
If you would like an advocacy letter to send to your mayor or councilperson, we
can provide one.

I am elderly and/or on disability. Do I qualify for the Program?
Yes.
Please note that the 50 year age restriction is on the age of the house, not the age
of the homeowner.

https://www.heritagehomeprogram.org/faq/
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Does the Heritage Home Program work with commercial properties?
No.
The HHP is limited to residential properties including condominiums but not
including apartment buildings or houses with more than 3 residential units.

What is a site visit?
A site visit is a free service offered to residents of participating
communities. To find out if your home is in a participating community,
click here.
During your site visit, a construction specialist will come to your home to
discuss your rehab projects and ideas, and provide advice or guidance. You
do not need to apply for the loan to take advantage of this service.
For the safety of homeowners and staff, we have new options for
conducting our site visits:
Video call
Phone call
Waitlist for in-person site visits
To sign up for any of the options above, click here.

How do I schedule a site visit?
You can schedule a site visit on this page.
We are now conducting our site visits via video call or phone call. If you
would like to be put on the waitlist for an in-person site visit, you can
indicate your preference on the form.

https://www.heritagehomeprogram.org/faq/
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Who will be conducting my site visit?
Your site visit will be conducted by our Construction Specialist or a Heritage Home
Program Associate.

Do I have to pay for a site visit?
Site visits are a free service offered to homeowners in our Participating
Communities.
If you live in a Non-Participating Community but would still like a site visit, there is
a $50.00 fee.

What is the process for applying for a loan?
To learn more about the loan process, click here.

How long does the loan application process take?
Once your complete application and project estimates are submitted to our oice, it
will take our staff 1-2 business days to review. After you apply at the bank, it
usually takes 30-45 days from application to signing.
Click here to learn more about the full process.

I have submitted my application to the Heritage Home Program, now what?
Heritage Home Program staff will review your application and estimates then
respond to you within 1-2 business days with next steps.

https://www.heritagehomeprogram.org/faq/
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October 1, 2020
To:

Columbus Landmarks Foundation Board of Trustees

Through:

Revolving Fund Committee, Executive Committee

From:

Donna Ann Harris and A. Elizabeth Watson, FAICP

Subject:

Memo #7: Recommendations for the Endangered Properties Fund and a Decisionmaking Process

Introduction & Recommendation
We recommend that Columbus Landmarks Foundation pursue an acquisition revolving fund
designed to permit the Columbus Landmarks Foundation to identify new preservation-minded
buyers for vacant or underutilized historic commercial properties in Columbus or Franklin County.
This program is to be named the Columbus Landmarks Endangered Properties Fund (EPF).
The EPF is one of two recommended programs for the Columbus Landmarks Foundation’s
Endangered Properties Fund. (Memo #3 covers the other program, a Home Preservation Loan Fund.)
The EPF would use a variety of real estate tools to preserve and rehabilitate historic commercial
properties that are not well-served by the commercial real estate market, as described in Memo #1.
The EPF is a natural outgrowth of Columbus Landmarks’ longstanding Most Endangered Sites list,
and executes the wishes of Dr. and Mrs. Van Fossen, who generously donated $200,000 toward its
establishment.
The purpose of the remainder of this memo is to lay out the decision-making process for the EPF. It is
important to choose the first few projects especially well, so that Columbus Landmarks can use its
resources effectively in intervening in the real estate market and also gain visibility and public trust
as early as possible. Columbus Landmarks has many resources at its disposal: time, funds, paid
consultants, Board members’ attention and expertise, staff expertise, willing volunteers, marketing,
reputation, donors, and relationships.
Time is often of the essence in making the decision to engage in a project, even though targeted
properties have problems that are frequently many years in the making. There can be any number of
reasons Columbus Landmarks might need to reach a decision swiftly. Owners may be teetering on
the brink of a decision to engage with Columbus Landmarks, or there may be deadlines for various
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kinds of funding. It may be necessary to fit this project “in between” other projects that demand
similar action and command similar resources. In other cases, partners may need a “go/no-go”
decision in order to commit their own resources.
The Decision-making Process
The primary goal in the decision-making process is to reach a prompt decision while making best use
of the information that can contribute to the decision. The following discussion covers the
involvement of the Columbus Landmarks Board of Directors, the Executive Committee, staff, and
“project vision teams” composed of members of the Board and possibly additional volunteers. We
assume a half time Endangered Properties Fund Director will be in place in late 2020, evolving to full
time in late 2021, who will lead the staff contributions. In addition, the Preservation Director, Susan
Keeny, as an architect, will be critical in providing assistance. (See Memos #2a-b and #4 concerning
other assumptions and recommendations concerning staffing, including Ms. Keeny’s role, timing,
and fundraising.)
Setting up Conditions for a Project Decision
Because the EPF involves real estate sales, which need nimble decision-making, it is recommended
that the Board of Directors delegate decision-making to a smaller group, which should not be overly
constrained. Decisions would include not only committing EPF funds to a project, but also guiding
the work required to market and sell properties to preservation-minded buyers, including a projectby-project decision on which buyer for what price. Projects that involve partnering with others or
remediation of conditions directly by the EPF would require even more decisions. The principal need
is to ensure that the delegated group has sufficient information to make appropriate decisions and
sufficient scope for its authority to enable efficient completion of a project.
The Board of Directors itself is not the best forum for the necessary decision-making. It meets every
other month and has too many people (currently 24, with more possible) for the on-call nature of real
estate decisions. We recommend utilizing the Executive Committee as the central decision-making
body for the EPF, as opposed to creating a special committee. The Executive Committee comprises
the elected officers of the organization, the Past President and Executive Director (both ex officio), plus
its appointed standing committee chairs. (Its responsibilities toward the organization and its
activities, therefore, extend beyond the EPF; discussion here is limited to the EPF.) It has the virtue of
involving long-standing members of the Board who have a working familiarity with all aspects of the
organization.
The Columbus Landmarks Executive Committee should be empowered by the Board through an
“EPF Charter” (or some other name), an agreement that permits the Board-designated committee to
make decisions to add to the EPF portfolio. This agreement should be thoroughly considered, and
may be incorporated into the organization's bylaws (by reference or by actual insertion, or both as the
case may be). Drafting such an agreement might be the last action of the ad hoc Revolving Fund
Committee; an attorney should be consulted to advise in the drafting and adoption.
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The development of the EPF Charter is expected to follow thorough consideration by the Board of
Directors of the establishment of the Endangered Properties Fund as a whole. This establishment
promises significant changes to the current Columbus Landmarks mission, structure, and direction.
Finalization and Board adoption of this charter would represent official recognition by the Board of
Directors that the Executive Committee is the principal if not the only decision-maker for the EPF.
This agreement would express the values of the organization and the mission of the EPF and set forth
the limits of the Executive Committee’s ability to act independently of the Board. It would detail
conditions under which the Executive Committee is expected to decide on the project’s intake (see
Memo #6a re criteria), shape (e.g., with or without partners, insurances, timing, formation of a limited
liability company to protect Columbus Landmarks and partners and formalize their partnership,
etc.), and sales; obligate the EPF’s funds and other Columbus Landmarks resources; contract with
service providers and consulting professionals; and inform and involve the Board of Directors. The
Board should set an upper limit on the Executive Committee’s ability to obligate EPF funds without
prior notice to the Board, perhaps as much as $40,000 (20 percent of the current corpus). The
agreement should also specify whether or not the Executive Committee is expected to make a
unanimous decision and how, in the case of differences of opinion, the Executive Committee is
expected to resolve those differences. Finally, the agreement should stipulate how the Board of
Directors is to be informed of all decisions.
It is worth noting that it is not possible to spell out absolutely every last element of the operations of
the Executive Committee and the Board of Directors and their back-and-forth exchanges. The process
of discussion and development of the charter, plus early operations, sets up the development of a
corporate culture (norms and expectations, values and behaviors) for both Board and staff that will
evolve with experience. Where there is time, for example, the Executive Committee might not elect to
move on a decision without some informal, inclusive consultation with all members of the Board of
Directors, perhaps by conference or video call, which does not demand a large time commitment. It is
especially important (1) to avoid developing a sense that there is an “in group” going off and
working on its own, and (2) to express mutual respect for the various roles of all Board members. To
ward off problems, the Board itself might reserve time on its agenda for an occasional conversation
about the organization’s evolving culture to check in with all concerned without the pressures of
project decision-making.
Project Review: The Staff Team
As described in Memos #2a and #2b, staff is expected to both help develop the decision to take on a
project and carry it out, once made.
The Endangered Properties Fund Director is the first point of contact, or intake. The EPF Director
fields the phone calls and emails making suggestions for properties to tackle – generally, contacts by
interested property owners, neighbors of potential properties, or perhaps potential partners.
Members of the Board and other staff who may receive information pass it directly to the EPF
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Director, who decides on the action needed; the
director may then enlist those who relayed the
information in eliciting more cooperation from
their contacts.
Site Visit
Ultimately, this network of contacts and
information-sharing results in a visit to a potential
property. The EPF Director forms a small team,
predominantly staff, to conduct the visit and assist
in evaluating the potential for taking on the
property as an EPF project. This team would
generally consist of the EPF Director, the
Preservation Services/Home Preservation Loan
Fund Director (and other staff assistants once
hired) and as needed, the Executive Director
and/or one or two members of the Board of
Directors knowledgeable about the owner and the
property. Together, the team visits the property
with the owner to learn more about the owner’s
situation and the condition of the property. The
team reviews the building, basement to roof,
making notes and assembling useful information
(see sidebar at right). The team also roughly
identifies what professional reports might be
needed for the property and what other assistance
would be required to overcome major issues before
it could be marketed to recruit a preservationminded buyer.
Evaluation/Reports
The staff team then participates in a brief
evaluation exercise, utilizing a checklist of criteria
(see Memo #6b), decides whether Columbus
Landmarks intervention is advisable, and develops
an estimate of initial costs. In order to refine the
preliminary evaluation and estimate, they may
need to return to the property for another visit; and
may need to enlist the volunteer advice of others to
pin down on a preliminary basis what problems
and solutions must be identified with professional
assistance (environmental, structural, etc.).

Building Conditions Checklist
The following points should be incorporated into a brief
form to be filled out during and immediately after the
staff visit:
General:
ü Building name
ü Address
ü Owner’s name and address
ü Relevant tax and legal status of the property
(assessment; city citations?)
ü Parcel and size (acreage or square footage;
reference to city parcel number(s), GIS, etc.)
ü National Register listing, eligibility statement,
survey, other (provide web link or other citation;
and attach)
ü Date of construction
ü Architect or builder (if known)
ü Building’s original purpose and owner
ü General description as to style, condition, recent
uses, etc.
Building
ü Building size (floors, square footage,
configuration)
ü Building exterior (materials; condition)
ü Windows (materials; number; condition)
ü Roof (style, materials, condition)
ü Entrances
ü Landscaping
ü Parking; driveway entrance
ü Fire safety
ü Security status (Boarded up? Trash? Exterior
lighting? Vermin? Etc.)
ü Exterior utilities/connections (HVAC, electric,
gas, water, sewer)
Interior
ü Condition of each floor, basement/crawl space
and attic (if any) included
ü Condition of:
ü Entry
ü Elevator
ü Bathrooms
ü Halls and stairways
ü Specialized rooms (e.g., kitchen or break
room, conference rooms, etc.)
ü Materials (e.g., drywall, cement/brick
ü Utilities (water, electric, HVAC)
Staff opinion as to major issues
Other considerations
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The Endangered Properties Fund Director and
Executive Director (if different people) would then
communicate with the Columbus Landmarks
Executive Committee whether the property should
be added to Columbus Landmarks’ EPF portfolio;
a negative recommendation should also be brought
to the committee. The staff’s recommendation is
only preliminary until decided by the Columbus
Landmarks Executive Committee.
Project Decision: Executive Committee
Our recommendation is that the Endangered
Properties Fund Director and Executive Director
present the staff team’s findings on a potential EPF
project, including the details assembled for the
Building Conditions Checklist (sidebar above), and
a preliminary evaluation. (If members of the
Columbus Landmarks Board of Directors have
been involved in the visit(s) to the property and the
preliminary evaluation, they would participate in
the presentation.) The Executive Committee would
question the presenters and then thoroughly go
over the checklist of criteria (see Memo #6a) to
develop their own understanding and decide if the
project, using EPF funds and the organization’s
credentials and reputation as a whole, is
worthwhile.
Project Execution
Role of the Endangered Properties Fund Director
Assuming the Executive Committee decides in the
affirmative, the EPF Director would then
participate in the negotiations with the property
owner led by the real estate attorney on retainer
with Columbus Landmarks. If needed, Columbus
Landmarks will utilize common local real estate
tools to represent its interests when approaching
property owners including seeking nondisclosure
agreements prior to starting any negotiation. The
EPF Director, with the Executive Committee’s
consent, would also select consulting professionals

Tasks Involved in Saving a Building through the
Endangered Properties Fund
§ Negotiating with the owner to obtain sufficient
control over the property, with sufficient time, to
make all other tasks worth doing
§ Conducting a title search to determine if there are
liens, mortgages, or other easements on the
property
§ Checking the property’s status with SHPO and
City records (and obtaining a determination of
eligibility if it is not listed in the National Register)
§ Board-up service to prevent further vandalism
§ Pest control as needed
§ Purchasing liability insurance for staff and
volunteers to enter the property
§ Issuing RFPs with Scopes of Work for consulting
professionals (or generating a list of approved
professionals for hiring via no-bid or retainer)
§ Generating the rehabilitation agreement
§ Generating the architectural portion of the
easement agreement
§ Recruiting volunteers for Cleanup days and Open
Houses
§ Developing a work plan and schedule for Cleanup
and training for volunteers (include equipment,
care & feeding)
§ Holding Cleanup events (with photographer and
videographer in attendance to capture the event,
post to social media)
§ Developing a work plan and schedule for Open
Houses and training for volunteers
§ Holding Open House events (with photographer
and videographer in attendance to capture the
event, post to social media)
§ Generating a complete draft easement document
with architectural and other components
§ Writing, designing, and printing collateral
material, banners, and signs for Open Houses
§ Designing and ordering T-shirts for Cleanups and
Open Houses
§ Generating a public relations plan for local
publicity about the project and related events
§ Developing a marketing plan – local, regional,
national – to seek preservation-minded buyers
§ Showing the property to potential buyers
§ Negotiating a final sale and carrying it through to
a real estate closing
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and represent Columbus Landmarks in contracting with them. Finally, the EPF Director would
assemble the Project Vision Team (PVT, described below), after consulting with the Executive
Committee and Executive Director on the PVT’s composition, and direct their work.
For each property, the EPF Director will be the lead in working with the real estate attorney
negotiating on behalf of Columbus Landmarks with the owner. The director communicates the
team’s understanding of the owner’s needs with the attorney and provides the owner’s contact
information so the attorney can carry out the negotiations. In general, it is to be expected that an
option for purchase is to be obtained (see Memo #1 on scenarios and tools); the length of time for the
option should be long enough to accomplish the tasks to be undertaken by the PVT that will enable
getting it into the hands of a preservation-minded buyer.
Role of the Project Vision Team
The demands of any given project to be added to the EPF portfolio will be considerable; staff alone
cannot manage the work, especially if there is more than one such project underway. Columbus
Landmarks board members skilled in construction, real estate, and various forms of construction
administration and finance should be asked to serve on the volunteer Project Vision Teams (PVTs), if
needed for a given project.
Small volunteer Project Vision Teams (3 to 5 members) would be unique to each property, and would
be selected depending on each property’s needs. Project Vision Team volunteers should rotate
members over the years, to spread out the volunteer work.
Key tasks for the PVT are creating a work plan for cleaning out the building and grounds, including
an outline of the training needed for volunteers to undertake the clean-out work; and similarly for
open house events. The PVT would also advise on needs for security/board-up, vermin control (if
needed), and landscape services. The PVT would lead or participate in Cleanup and Open House
events and some members should not be above taking a lawn mower or scythe to the grounds. (See
sidebar, previous page.)
In general, it is expected that the staff evaluation will identify the consulting professionals that need
to be hired early in the option period to solve particular issues presented by the property. It is also
possible that the PVT volunteers would visit the property, identify the services and consulting
professionals needed, and help to develop the scope(s) of work with staff. For example, pairs of PVT
members and a staff facilitator could develop scope(s) of work for the professional services needed,
based on a template developed and maintained by EPF staff. Staff would be responsible for issuance
of Requests for Proposals (RFPs) and/or selection from a list of service providers developed ahead of
time by staff and approved by the Executive Committee. The PVT can be asked to assist with the
selection in the case of a competition for services through an RFP process. The Executive Committee
should be involved in approving the hiring of the consultant(s). Staff would execute the contracts and
act as client representative to coordinate consultants’ work and reports and insure timely completion,
involving the PVT as appropriate.
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Problem-solving tasks to be undertaken over the course of each project by PVTs would also range
from helping to make the bottom line work, assuring the salability of the property, or marketing to
identify a preservation-minded buyer. Occasionally a PVT would be called upon to work
collaboratively with community members to identify reuse ideas through a charette or other public
participation event. A PVT member could also check the SHPO’s and City’s information on the
property and work to obtain the SHPO’s determination of its eligibility for the National Register of
Historic Places if not already listed.
A Note about Conflict of Interest
A number of professionals who might provide (or whose firms might provide) consulting services, as
discussed above, serve on the Board of Directors, an enormous benefit to the organization. The firms
these professionals represent may wish to compete for the various kinds of paid consulting
assignments needed. Columbus Landmarks should review its existing conflict-of-interest policy to
address this likelihood. Columbus Landmarks may allow a board member’s employer (or company
owned by the board member) to bid on a Columbus Landmarks project if the board member recuses
themselves from the RFP development and decision-making process and does not personally
participate in the project work. Columbus Landmarks will need to rotate its Board membership
carefully to assure that there are an adequate number of local real estate, construction, and
environmental firms represented on the Board, available to bid on the work who are not represented
on the Board.
Conclusion
Organizing the staff, Board of Directors, and Executive Committee to create the Endangered
Properties Fund will require intensive discussion, both in advance of a project and as the first project
gets underway. Generating the recommended charter is a way of guiding discussion and confirming
important understandings in advance of the first project. Selecting a smaller first project is advisable,
to work out any kinks in the process and build trust and teamwork. Adaptability will be critical,
perhaps especially during startup. This program will be a large step for the Columbus Landmarks
Foundation – but it is one that the organization is completely capable of undertaking.
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APPENDIX 7.A: A Short List for the Long Process of Saving a Building through the Columbus
Landmarks Endangered Properties Fund.
1. Endangered property comes to the attention of Columbus Landmarks as a prospect for the EPF.
2. The EPF Director arranges a visit by a Staff Team (EPF Director, Preservation Services Director,
Executive Director, any ‘friend’ useful to the relationship with the property owner, any
specialist/advisor on a volunteer basis known to be needed from the start).
3. The Columbus Landmarks Staff Team fills out building conditions list, considers the criteria,
estimates costs; if “go,” makes a presentation and preliminary recommendations to the Executive
Committee. (A negative recommendation is also brought to the Committee.) Preliminary
recommendations include (1) a first cut on paid consulting specialists that will be needed, and
(2) appointment of the Project Vision Team (PVT), if needed.
4. Executive Committee considers the criteria and preliminary recommendation; authorizes further
action. UNLESS the estimated cost is over a certain amount, in which case the Board of Directors
is to become involved.
5. EPF Director takes further action:
a. Calls the attorney on retainer to (1) start negotiations for optioning the property (or other
action to acquire the property; this may involve donation, bargain sale, or outright purchase);
and (2) forms an LLC if conditions for such formation exist.
b. Participates in the negotiations for the property.
c. Purchases liability insurance.
d. Convenes the Project Vision Team, if needed, for a first visit and work session.
6. Project Vision Team volunteers undertake the following in pairs or individually, selectively,
under the direction of the EPF Director:
a. Advises on services needed for security/board-up, rodent control (if needed), and landscaping.
b. Identifies the specialized services and consulting professionals needed to address factors that
would limit the property’s sale to a preservation-minded buyer.
c. Participates with staff in developing the scope(s) of work.
d. Participates in selecting contractors if competition is involved.
e. Creates a work plan and schedule for cleaning out the building and grounds, including an
outline of the training needed for volunteers; participates/leads in these events.
f. Creates a work plan and schedule for Open House(s), including an outline of the training
needed for volunteers; participates/leads in these events.
g. Shows the property to prospective buyers (and other Board volunteers can do this as well; all
of these people are trained by the EPF Director).
7. EPF & Columbus Landmarks staff take further action:
a. Create a marketing plan.
b. Create a public relations plan.
c. Finalize the scope of work and issue RFPs.
d. Issue contracts (Executive Committee approves final selections).
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e. Monitor contractors’ work as Columbus Landmarks Client Representative.
f. Recruit and manage volunteers for Cleanup and Open House events (this is the Assistant
Director’s role).
g. Fulfill tasks in the Cleanup and Open House work plans.
h. Fulfill tasks in the marketing plan.
i. Show the property to prospective buyers or train others to do so.
j. Supervise legal work for negotiations (in both acquiring the property and performing the sale).
8. The Project Vision Team may also:
a. Perform financial analysis (making the bottom line work, assuring the salability of the
property).
b. Work collaboratively with community members to identify reuse ideas through a charette or
other public participation event(s).
c. Check the SHPO survey card for the property and work to obtain the SHPO’s determination of
the property’s eligibility for the National Register of Historic Places if the property is not
already listed.
d. In complicated projects, help in building a partnership project through outreach and
relationships.
e. Host media, photographer, and/or videographer to capture events.
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